
would fall
“Sb.O POWER. Of ua J AUDI unua. ,

POWER cf SATAN broobied upon these AGENTS, 
• o©professed ADVENTISTS■>,©used TESMERISM 
to pain adherents, and the people would

3the Divine Life of God”
- “NOW!”

BUT THE WORD DECLARES s 
“The REFORMATIONS that were shown me,* 
wore not REFORMATIONS from error to truth 
but from BAD to WORSE; for those who 
PROFESSED a CHANGE of HEART, had only 
wrapt about them a RELIGIOUS GARB, which 
COVERED UP the Iniquity of a WICKED HEART. 
Some .APPEARED to have been REALLY CONVERTEI 
Cby the Tongue and 'the Pen), so as to 
deceive God's people? but if their HEARTS 
could bo SEEN, they would appear as BLACK 
AS EVER. .for the TIME for their SALVAr* 
TION is PAST.54 PT 22© RH AI:9, Aug.I849, 
O*"0*-‘‘'0'“0r^0* '0'’->0' *O*aO‘^O ''0'T,0e"i0‘~’0:’O<->0"0,~’0—O—O 

CARELESS & INDIFFERENT.,
EW 270(read it with the MISSING FOOTNOTES 
FROM TI:I8O>2©) At the very Timo that 
the ’’STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (NOT FROM-) 
THE LACDICEANS2 is to go forth - some " 
couldn-t-care-less about thofo. They wore 
disobedient to E2EK1EL 3 & 33c And so 
the Blood of the LAODICEANS is on. their 
Garments, because they chose the EASY- 
WAY of not EXPOSING, not DENOUNCING, not’ 
CONDE’WNG as the Word of God said to do.

“THE FRIEND OF GOD” 
“Such men APPROVE -that which God APPROVES, 
and CONDEMN -that which He C0LDEN|'N3o“ 
(The UNPARDONABLE SIN in Advent!st-Laodi- 
ces.n Circles„ But the Command of God.) 
o-o-o T4?8I5.
No j Do not think that is' the OILY one 
we can Quote j There are 200 more 1 Will 
you pay -^I.oo for every one over 200 ? 
Then have quite a few DOLLARS ready!

0’0»0-0-0-<>-<>-0-<>.0-<)-0-0-0^-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-K)^«<)-0-0-0~<>-0-0-0-0-0-0~0~0-0«-0-0-0-0  

^238. BULLETIN BOARD. Jan.2, 1971.
O -O >0- 0‘-0^0-0-0-0-0-0£-0£-0-0^0*-0-0-0-<)«0-0--(>'0-0~0-0‘'-0<-0-0-<>^C>’0-0-0-0-0~0~0'--0-0--0--0-0

REJOICE in this INFLUEN3E, for they 
thought it was the Holy Ghoste Some even 
that used it were so far in the DARKLESS 
and DECEPTION of the DEVIL that they 
thought it was the POWER of God, given 
them to exercise©..just NOW in this’ SEAL
ING TIME s,, CSATAF* was trying his every Art 
to hold them where’they were, until the 
SEAGIMr was past.,-mysterious SIGNS and 
WONDERS and FALSE REFORMATIONS.,cthe *" ‘ 
TLE for their SALVATION is PAST.«EW 43-5 e 

LEFT OUT J
It is said that as Sr. White held EW in 
her hand she said! “What have they done 
to my Book?” LEFT OUT at this point arb 
those Words, very emphatic now that some 
claim to have that “NEW HEART” and find 
it in the “OUTER COURT” .. “nothing doubt
ing” «“ “the Divine Life of God” «* and 
“the RIGHTEOUSNESS of God”

TH 13 IS TO NOTIFY YOU - 
rhat some of you have been missing some 
very important Papers/That will be sent 
no you if you write and request them, TcU 
us which are the LAST Papers you received. 
So we will know if we should send you a 
Package.
O-’O J0-*0«0"0"*0'--0^-0‘«0'«0>*0”’0«0-’0‘-0-0-0—o-o—o—o 
THE LAST MAILING SELT DECEMBER - 1970, 
About 40 of you by mistake were sent’TWO 
COPIES of REPORT ^235«SECTI0N ONE(l). " 
Please return one so wo can send you '-234. 
We have 40 EXTRA of REPORT ^234, This OVER
SIGHT was not noticed till the rest wore 
gone 9 The last Batch of Papers dealt more 
thoroughly with one Phase of the’ Message 
of ^JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH'”* since anything 
written since 1’8880 Ng ether MGssagQ 
do any Good unless one knows HOW to BUILD 
a CHARACTERc ® ATT AIN3 means STRIVE - TRY - 
MAKE A ^'LEGfffY EFFORT « the *Tost Holy 
Plane. Lb ”WAITILU ABOUT” - and no “OUTER 
COURT* «. and no “FIRST APARTMENT*1 worship 
will do anything but GUARANTEE the Power 
and Mireeles and “Healing” of SATANjEW 56. 
0'“0’‘,0'x,0**0'A,0'x’0£',Ot'Or--,0!”Oe-'‘OwJ0,’-’0*~’0,“Or'0*"!b“0,"0'*'0—0 

Why do people seem to always prefer ERROR 
to TRUTH? This is the “Mystery of Iniquity^ 
What do they expect to Gain by AVOIDING the 
“THIRD ANGELAS MESSAGE* - “The TTirds of all 
who embrace this Mossage are directed to 
the most HCLY PLACE, where Jesus stands... 
As they by FAITH enter the MOST HOLY « they 
find Jesus ©” EW 254^5©

THE most ROLY PLACE.
”This Door was not opened until the medi
ation of Jesus "was FINISHED in the Holy 
Place.asin 1844© THEN Jesus rose up and 
SHUT the Door of the Holy HLaco, and OPENED 
the Door into the must HCLY’, and passed 
WITHIN the second VqII, whox,e He now stands 
by the Ark, and where the FAITH of Israel 
now reaches...the mediation of Jesus in 
the Holy Place was FINISHED/* EU 4-2-3.

POWER AL© HEALINGS? ’
*1 saw that SATAN was working through AGENTS 
. c e through T TNI STEPS who had REJECTED the 
Truth and are given over to STRONG DELUSION 
to believe a LIE that they right bo DAMNED. 
While they wore Preaching or Praying, some 

prostrate BEL TLE SS, not by
the HOLY GHOJIL but by the



1

(?) In 10 short Years - one Segment gave 
up the Testimonies! You cannot go by 
the Testimonies and ALSO go by JOKES
WAGGONER after 1888 when they sold out 
to DANIELLS - KELLOG •> CANRIGHT - URIAH 
SreeH - LALLENGER COMPANY. Can you 
produce ONE single worth-while evidence 
‘that ONE of them after 1888 OPP 
BALLENGER-KELLOG-CANRIGRT-HOLY FLESH???

LEADING MEN who have studied this deeply, 
like WIELAND and HUDSON, even though they 
fell for it themselves - yet TESTIFY 
that JONES-WAGGONER lost their way - • 
And who can deny it? One Segment doos, 
that followed PEOTES around, gave up the 
TESTIMONIES as a Result of Spiritual' 
FORNICATION. The most LIBELOUS letter I 
ever received in my Life * was from this 
Segment. PESTES brought "LCMS above LAW" 
to the McCoy Ranch, D <L ^FRIEND brought 
the "FIRST APARTMENT” worship. NOT 01E 
OPPOSED IT’ So DJ..FRIEND told me.

QUICKSANDS.
111 greatly fear that they will become 
lost in the Fog’and the Quicksands, and 
NEVER be Overcomcrs,. .They PERSIST in 
trying to make it appear as if they have 
made NO MISTAKES, and have not been led 
by SEDUCING SPIRITS, when I know-that-" 
they~h?.ve«. .No dependence can be placed 
in a man whose words and actions reveal 
that he is spiritually BLIND...a BEWIL
DERED ■TIND..9He has been represented as 
one who is slipping over a Precipice... 
We are all to UNIFY on the proper basis 
of UNITY...Many indeed will not Under
stand, but will STUMBLE at the Words

Series B 7?52=-5, 
o- O—O—O —0—0—0—o—o —0—0—0 —o —o —o—0—0 60.
The Testimonies are full of RED WARNIID 
LIGHTS about worshipping in the FIRST 
APARTfl'ENT let alone OUT of the Sanctuary 
entirely - as this Segment DOES - ! Do 
you REMSMBER the Warning that the LAST 
EFFORT OF SATAN will be to make of no- 
off ect the Sanctuary Truths - ? This is 
what we face • this is here. And it 
soem’s their' Conscience is so SEARED they 
cculdn ’t-care«’lc ss J "CARELESS ." 
o—0—0—b—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The very same Testimonies arc full of 
RED WARNING LIGHTS about the fatal mis
take of making "ND EFFORT’1 - yet these 
people seem to be filled like with an 
INTOXICANT with a 3SAL not accordii^ to 
Knowledge - 'just SHAKING to convince 
you NOT to make an EFFORT J (While at 
the same time telling you that TOMORROW 
it will be’ alright to make an EFFORT! 
If you ever heard the Devil talking - 
THAT-IS-ITj For Christ does not deal 
with TOMORROW - “Sufficient unto the 
DAY is the Evil, thereof." "TOMORROW is 
not ours," "... idly WAITING for some 
special SEASON., .without any EFFORT' on 
their part...they will FAIL.11AA 54-5.

2-C-238.) CARELESS & INDIFFERENT.
Those who never did have a burden for Souls, 
especially LAODICEAN SOULS — who thought 
tiiey were just about IT - and did not bother 
'vO correct THEM <• when the DARKEST MIDNIGHT 
HOUR settles on LAODICEA and the LAST CHANCE 
is given them in a Message: "GO YE OUT TO 
MEET HIM!" - the EASE-LOVING, the CARELESS, 
and INDIFFERENT will shew their true Colors 
by making "NO EFFORT" to save them. "There 
is no Food for the Soul!" they Cry - as 
they go to the Devil in the FIRST APARTMENT 
to make "NO EFFORT." "His Angela LEFT those 
who made NO EFFORT to help themselves, and 
I lost sight of them." EW 270.

CARELESS — 
Those people heard the MQssagQ and the Warn
ing against worshipping in the OUTER COURT 
or FIRST APARTMENT - but they could n^t-care— 
less! And so the Angels LEFT them to the 
DARKNESS they preferred.

The Question is: will the AWAiCENERS find 
Jesus in the iFUTER COURT or HOLY PLACE - ? 
"I was taken off in Vision to the MOOT HOLY 
PLACE, where I saw Jesaseo,Then I saw that 
JESUS-WOITJD-lIFfirEAVE-THE.?^OOT-HOLY-?rJACE 
until every Case was decided...and that the 
WRATH of God COULD NOT COME until Jesus had 
FINISHED His work in the MOOT HOLY PLACE,.. 
THEN Jesus will step out...."EW 36,48,251-61. contained in the Roll, 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 —0—0 —o—0—o —o —0—0 
It seems the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY is the 
only one around this World that concerns 
itself about the so-called and false self- 
styled "AWAKENING" that camo to America 
under the steering of HUDSON who featured 
in his early Magazine such Writers as: 
BRINSMEAD - BEOTES - WRIGHT.
(1) All of them FALSE TP,E«-PROPHETS.
(2) All of them went by JONES-WAGGONER. 
(3; All of them worshipped in the OUTER

• COURT and FIRST APART!®*!!
(4) All of them opposed to DENOUMOIIG and 

EXPOSING - as they DENOUNCE* aid EXPOSE 
each other - 1 Sheep-Stealers •

(5) All of them opposed to malting an EFFORT.
(6) All of them opposed to "RIGHTEOUSNESS" 

in the "LAW" - believe it* of not!
"Can a CLEAN thing come from an UNCLEAN?



J

It is quit© one thing to be care
less in Life or Doctrine — by just being 

or Ease-loving, or Stupid. But to 
TEACH that to OTHERS! as a "Relgibh!" That 
is something to cause even the*irresponsible 
Dolt to sit up and take Notice! ’’Make no 
Effort." Reminds me of a "Preacher" who be
lieved one should not Wash! Down Paradise, 
Calif, way. Please pass the Smelling Salts! 
O—O—0—0—0*0—O-O—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0-0-0-0 —O-0-0 
AN OPEN LETTER - Fob JI, 1971.
’’Dear Brother!

I appreciate your letter re 
Wright and Compahy. I say: “and Company” be
cause the other 3 are Parties to the Throat 
of Law handed to you.

"I want to assure you that you should 
’’Leap for Joy” that^your Name has boon cast 
out as Evil by those Evil people.

"Let us go back and look at their Teach
ing - to see if it should be passed on or ’ 
not.* It" just came to my mind that a Brother 
informed me that when Wright came to America 
to "help" AL Friend as the two False Prophets 
ntoured” the USA with the "Last Message" for 
the Soventh-day Adventist Church - that 
"GOD rS GREAT TIME-CALENDAR®. showed Probation 
over for Soventh-day Adventists' iirI964. 
Daisy Meyers and Al Friend - 1958-60;
F.T.Wright and R.D.Brinsmead - 1958-60. 
Rodanites and Yahweh Groups - 1961.
F.T.Wright (Chart) - 1962. ' 
Shepherd’s Rod tried in 1959. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Wright and Al Friend teamed up to try again
- 1964. Finish the Adventists off for Sure. 
This was the Result of certain "Voices."' 
Shepherd’s Rod also claimed they were not"* 
"guessing" in 1959 but were "Divinely" led. 
o—0—0—0—0—o—b—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—0—0 
Why did the Lord go to all this Trouble to 
enlighten us? In vjhat way were we enlighten-

Many wondered who, of all these so- 
called "Messengers" and self-confessed 
"Elijahs" - was the RIGHT one? Or at least
- which was the WRONG one - ?

THE WORD OF GOD - 
"But the Prophet, which shall PRESUME to 
speak a word in My Name, which I have not 
commanded him to speak...that Prophet shall 
Die...When a Prophet speaketh in the Name 
of the Lord, if the thing follow not', nor 
come to pass...the Prophet hath spoken it 
FfjSSUMPTUOUSLYt* thou ©halt not be afraid 
of him. ..neither shall thine eye' pity him, 
neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt 
thou conceal him...

"But thou shalt surely kill him; thine 
hand shall be FIRST upon him to put 
him to Death, and afterwards the hand 
of all the people. And thou shalt Stone 
him with Stones * that he Die...And all 
Israel shall Hear - and Fear." Deut.IS: 
20-22. 13:8-11. "Ble'ssed is the^mah who 
RESPECTETH NOT the Proud." Ps. 40:4. 
o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o 
"...the dedication of a strange'Altar, 
RESPECT for which would have led to 
DISRESPECT for the Worship of Jehovah." 
RH A6:34I. July 17,1913. "Blessed is' that man that.'. .RESPECTETH NOT the ’ProM, 
nor such as turn aside to'LIES."Ps.40:4» 
"For without are DOGS, and SORCERERS, 
and WHOREMONGERS.. .and whosoever LOVETH 
and MAKETH a LIE." Rev.22:I5.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
The'False "AWAKENING" with their Score 
or more of FALSE TIME-PROPHETS and FALSE 
PROPHETESSES- was not just Wrong on 
TP®. "I saw that the REASON WHY they 
were LEFT to go into this great Error j 
is because they have not Confessed and 
Forsaken their Errors, that they have 
been in for a number of years past." 
PRESENT TRUTH p.87. Nbv.1850. RH AI:I2. 
o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
This brings all their Doctrines into 
Suspect - for this is what the Holy 
Spirit is trying to tell us. That is 
why Segments of them have become so be
wildered - they have given up the Testi
monies entirely. Others, like a Drown-" 
ing man clinging to a last Straw -like 
the Churches of Babylon - deal only in 
"by Faith ALONE" - or "LOVE." To this 
they find no Answer and'no Argument.
This is the Blind behind which they'Hide. 
A's~they make "NO EFFORT," Claim they 
are "still Learning." But only getting 
Deeper into the Mire so' that oneis ' 
forced to Believe: "Ever Learning and 
NEVER ABLE to come to a Knowledge of 
the Truth." The Reason may not be'Ap
parent but it is this: "The Wicked shall 
DO' WICKEDLY and NONE of the Wicked' shall 
Understand...but the Wise shall Under
stand'." “He that DOETH the Will of My 
Father which is in Heaven - he shall 
KNCW of the Doctrine." And the Lord 
promises to "EXPOSE" the Workers of 
Iniquity if He has to send "every Angel 
from Heaven" to do that, SG 2? 201.
What better way to Expose them than to 
reveal them as FALSE TIME-PROPHETS!
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Address of Al Friend {P.O .Box 101, 
Buena Park, Calif. 90621.) American 
edition - but in the Australian edition, 
it was carefully MISSING! It appears 
that Al Friend was careless with his 
Mailing List - so that when the Swords 
were unsheathed'against each other - 
the one “Brotherly Love" exponent just 
about finished off the other “Brother 
of Love J” “He was almost ruined.* It 
would be Interesting to know who is” 
“SINLESS" now! In the Light of these 
Developments we should' have a Second 
Look at all their Doctrines - for it 
is the Purpose of God for us to do this.

“DON1! YOU READ THAT THERE BOO^KJ" 
The Writings of Wright and Brinsmead 
remind me of a Darkie SDA Minister who 
saw one of his Members much intere.sted 
in Health Reform - he had a Bock laying 
around that he had no use for ( I think 
it was MH) - so he gave it to her.

“She eagerly read it, then passed 
on to others what she found, this was 
an Embarrassment to the'Minister - $11 
these Questions to Answer. So finally 
he Exploded: “DON’T YOU READ THAT THERE 
BOO-KJ"

“This is the same with Brinsmead 
and Wright. They tell you to “find 
Jesus* in the “OUTER COURT" and also 
you are "JUSTIFIED0 there, and then 
“SANCTIFIED" in the FIRST APARTMENT! 
(See FTW Chart - p.20-1 “ACCEPTABLE 
CONFESSION." Then he ADDS an APPENDIX 
B on p.42 - $nd says: “DON’T YOU BE- 
HEE THAT THERE B00-K’«) Two pages of 
DENIAL of what he had just SAID! If he 
did not Mean it - why did he say it?

FRIENDS OR ENEMIES?
“The ENEMIES of the Present Truth Eave 
been trying to OPEN the Door of the 
Holy Place - that Jesus has SHOT, and 
to CLOSE the Door of the Most “Holy Place 
which He OPENED in 1844." EW 43,255.

EFFORT.
IN EW 270: “His angels LEFT those who 
made ND-EFFORT to help themselves."' 
IN GC 669: "SATAN seems paralyzed... 
Memory recalls...his stubborn persis
tence in making ND EFFORT for self-re
covery when Hod WOULD have granted him 
FORGIVENESS, - all come vividly before 
him.“*
DA 604;'“The SADDUCEES. . .DENIED that 
the Spirit of God works through HUMAN 
EFFORTS."

4-(*238) OPEN LETTER.
“Elijah, and the Spirit of God that 

influenced Elijah * did not Weaken and 
orgive" the False Prophets when they 

could not Perform what they Promised. 
Elijah went ono Step further and cut* of f 
their “Influence" - right below their Ears. 
Because that Kind of False Prophet will’ 
only come up with something New - go from 
"Bad to Worse." “For those who PROFESSED a 
CHANGE of HEART, had only wrapt about them 
a religious GARB, which covered up the ii> 
iquity of a WICKED HEART/Some APPEARED to 
have been really Converted, so as to Deceive 
God’s people; but if their HEARTS could be 
seen - they would appear AS BLACK AS EVER." 
PRESENT TROTH, August, 1849. (PT 22.)AI:9. 
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O-0-0-0 

“Therefore the Lord will not send an 
“Elijah" directly to finish them off - but 
He will send a MESSAGE to correct them - 
and if they Reject or Fight THAT MESSAGE - 
He will send them a PESTILENCE!

“I saw that some who had thc'Means, 
were required to Help speed those MESSENGERS,

- that God had called...and as they went from 
place to place, they would be SAFE from the 
prevailing TESTILENDE. But if any went that 
were NOT SENT OF GOD, -they would be in 
danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE; 
therefore all should earnestly seek for 
Duty, AND BE SURE and move by the direction 
of the Holy Spirit..♦Soon the DEAD and DYING 
will be' all around' us • • .Then the Slain of ' 
the Lord will be from one End of the'Earth, 
to the other; they will not be'lamented,' 
gathered, nor buried; but their ill savor ’ 
will come up from the face of”the whole 
Earth. Those ONLY who have the SEAL of the 
Living God, will be SHELTERED from the 
Storm of Wrath, that will soon fall”on the 
Heads of those who have Rejected the’Truth." 
In Hope, E.G .WHITE. PT 22. RH AI:II. Isa. 
o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o—o—o 28:22•

"As happens so many Times in WAR - the 
"KOMRAD" of Today becomes the "ENEMY"' of 
Tomorrow. Out to Butcher - the Butchers 
end up Butchering each other. So' I am in
formed from California - that the ^MESSENGER 
OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" came to America to 
help speed “THE LAST MESSAGE" of Al Friend- 
Rogers, the “CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" 
devotees of JONES-WAGGONER after'they lost 
L-ieir Way after 1888. This unholy Trinity 
spe’ar-headed the Thrust of the “LAST" MESSAGE" 
in "GOD’S GREAT TP®wCAL©DER" in 196'4. ‘ 
The "AWAKE TO RIGHTEOUSNESS" paper had the
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GO 470: "The Prophet DANIEL (said): "We 
have SINNED...."
GC 471: In the World, in Babylon, they have 
a spirit of: "SELF-EXALTATION" they claim 
"SANCTIFICATION"("I AM SAVED!") is an UIN- 
STANTANEOUS WORK., .THROUGH FAITH ALONE" - 
(heard that in Adventist Circles lately?) 
“THROUGH FAITH - alone J"
GC 471: "Only believe," say they, "and the 
Blessing is yours." NO FURTHER EFFORT... 
is Supposed to be required."
GC 471: They also:*deny the Authority of 
the LAW of God." These are the Ear-marks of: 
GC 464: The False - Devil-led "MOVEMENTS" 
that* are to come BEFORE the True "MWET®NT." 
GC 465? "Ye shall KNOW them by their'Fruitst

(®238.) OPEN LETTER TO AWAKENER .
GC 4^4: the Page of all the Pages in* the 
Testimonies - for this Time. The Page that 
tells us of a "MOVEMENT" to "COME® - but 
•'BEFORE" the Time for such a "MOVEMENT 
SHALL CO?1®" - SATAN will seek to prevent 
it by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT" - this 
"COUNTERFEIT" will have....
GC 465: "ERRORS in relation to CONVERSION 
and “SANCTIFICATION.* 
GC 471: They will have: "BOASTFUL claim(s) 
to Freedom from Sin."
GC 473: "And the claim to be WITHOUT SIN is, 
in itself, evidence that he who makes THIS 
CLAIM is far from Holy". The RIGHTEOUSNESS 
he has gorily what:"APPEARS in his own eyesS will heap: "CALUMNI and REPROACH 

may be called "weak and foolish, 
even INSANE,"He hath a Devil." 
those who profess RIGHTEOUSNESS, yet 
know not God,"
SM 1:81: "As I stand before Congregations 
and see the SELF-sufficient, SELF-right- , 
eous ones, and know that they are not 
PREPARING themselves to do acceptable 
WORK for Christ, and td meet Him in 
Peace, I am so burdened that I cannot 
Sleep. ..SELF is the all-absorbing THEME 
of their Life
SM 1:165:*...to be converted’DAILY. This 
is the Message I have to bear..."
SM 1:170: "Let no man deceive you with 
vain words." Eph.5:6.

of "LIVING TEMPLE" - "GOD WITHIN." 
B2«52< SM 1:202: Called "MYSTICISM," Those 
"not worked by the Holy Spirit""will*Fall 
for it, be unable to tell the*"difference 
"A SNARE that the ENEMY has prepared for 
the East Days." 
B2:54. SM 1:204* This will be declared to 
be: "A GREAT REFORMATION.. .among Seventh- 
day Adventists." 
SM 1:16: «...their WISDOM is FOOLISHNESS...

others all the WHYS and WHEREFORES "as 
to what constitutes the NEW HEART.,.* so 
as NEVER TO SIN. You have no such work 
to do." •
SM 1:179: "...they are idolising a few 
IDE AS.. .Uhl ess your mind-becomes BETTER 
BALANCED...You will advance IDEAS which 
you might better never have ORIGINATED. 
...Your MIND has been on an unnatural 
STRAIN for a LONG TIME...Should many 
accept the views you advance, and talk 
and act upon them, we would see one of 
the greatest fanatical excitements that

SM 1:45:"...who is seeking to GAIN"THE 
FAVOR of ALL...Those who are Converted, 
and GROUNDED in the Truth, will find 
nothing PLEASING or PROFITABLE in the* 
influence or teaching of SUCH A ONE,,. 
All may see, if they will, the true 
measure of the man, the nature of his 
teaching, from the CHARACTER of his 
FOLLOWERS." ’ -- -
SM 1:46: "...desire to return, he'finds 
himself ENTANGLED in such a network of 
Satan, like a fly in a spider’s Web - 
that"it seems a hopless task to him, and" 
he seldom recovers himself from the Snare1! 
SM 1:73: Those who oppose them, they 

’.. .We 
"... “ 

... by

SERIES B2:50-3. 1:203: This is the "OMEGA* SM 1:171: "These SIDE-ISSUES which arise,
are as HAY, WOOD, and STUBBLE compared 
with the Truth* for these Last Day3..^ 
Erroneous theories, with no authority 
from the Word of God, will come in on 
the right hand and the left, and to* 
WEAKLINGS these theories will appear as 
Truth...But they are as NOTHINGNESS," 
SM 1:173: "SURMISINGS and SPECULATIONS 
which can benefit no one."

________ SM 1:177: "I saw that your Mind was* at 
In seeking to make plain or unravel MYSTERIES time's U!BALAN3ED.,,to know and to tell 
hid for ages.«.flouiriering about in the MUD1! 
SM 1:31: "SOPHISTRIES...DELUSIONS of these 
Last Days.® 
SM 1:40: "...and THINK they are RIGHT, until 
they would find out*TOO LATE,,;"Why didst 
Thou not show us our WRONG?".. ."My Father 
taught, but you would not be taught," 
SM 1:41: "There will be those once united 
with Us...who will search for NEW,STRANGE 
Doctrines, for something ODD and SENSATIONAL 
.. .all conceivable FALLACIES, and will pre
sent them as coming from Mrs. White, that 
they may BEGUILE souls."
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^-(^238.) OPEN LETTER TO AWAKENER.
SM 1:179: “...that has ever been witnessed 
ainong Seventh-day Adventists* THIS IS WHAT 
SATAN WANTS.” 
LM 1:180:...“they remain in the Laodicean ’ 
State, lukewarm, feeling RICH aixi increased 
with GOODS, and in need of NOTHING.» * 
SM 1:181: Tell them about the LADDER! 
SM 1:185: “BEWARE of any TIME-SETTING 
SM 1:187: The eager desire"...to STARTLE 
THE WORLD with something ORIGINAL; that 
shall LIFT the people into a State of 
SPIRITUAL ECSTASY." 
SM 1:196: »My Message to you is: NO LONGER 
CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST’to the 
perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious 
SOPHISTRIES,*' 
SMI:I97. B2:I5: "...seducing spirits and 
doctrines of Devils. We’have now before us 
the ALPHA of this Danger. The OMEGA will be 
of a most startling nature." 
SM 1:200: "MEET IT,".. ,“?®ET IT FIRMLY and 
without delay."...Dangers that we do not 
now discern will soon break upon us." 
SM 1:201: "The TRUTH will be CRITICIZED, 
SCORNED, and DERIDED...But the Lord will 
raise up MEN of keen perception, who will 
give these Truths their proper' place in the 
Plan of God." 
SM 1:213: "There is no safety nor REPOSE* 
nor JUSTIFICATION in transgression of the 
LAW. Man cannot hope to stand innocent, be
fore God,, and at PEACE with Him through 
the MERITS of Christ, while he continues 
in Sin. He must CEASE to transgress, and 
become Loyal and True." 
SM 1:221: "I was instructed" that FANATICISM 
similar to that which we were called to fc ” 
meet after the passing of the Time in 1844 
(and after the passing of the Time'in 1964*) 
would come in among us AGAIN in the CLOSING 
DAYS of the Message, and that we must MEET 
this evil just as DECIDEDLY now as we met 
it in opr early experiences." 
SM 1:233: "THE LAW IN GALATIANS".’. .What 
LAW is the Schoolmaster to bring us to’ 
Christ? I answer: BOTH.....,.........,," 
SM 1:317: "The WORK of SANCTIFICATION 
(INSTANTANEOUS "ACT" - ???) is . the WORK of 
a LIFETIME; it must go on CONTINUALLY, but 
this. WORK cannot go on in the HEART while 
the LIGHT on any part of the Truth is re
jected or neglected." 
SM 1:318: N). EFFORT??? "There is Truth in 
Jesus that is terrible to the. ease-1 oui ng, 
DO-NOTHING onas. There is Trpth.in, Jesus ----------------- — ______ _
that is full of soothing JOY to tho*OBEDIENT. "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS"

It is the JOY of the Holy Ghost." 
SM 1:336: "But those who are WAITING to 
behold a MAGICAL CHANGE in their CHARAC
TERS without determined EFFORT on their 
part to OVERCOME sin, will be disappointed 
SM 1:358: "Christ cannot take up the 
NA^ES of those'who are SATISFIED in their 
own SELF-sufficiency. He CANNOT Importune 
in behalf of a people who FEEL NO N 
of His HELP, who claim to know and pos
sess everything."
SM I: 177: “BROTHER A.T .JOBES (1893) - 
...You repeated several times'that’WORKS 
amounted to NOTHING, that there were NO 
CONDITIONS...! knew MINDS would be CON
FUSED."
SM 1:382: "BROTHER A.T.JONES (1893) - 
“We hear a great deal about FAITH, but 
we need to hear a great deal more about 
WORKS."
SM 2:20: "Some will not make a rifeht use 
of the doctrine of JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH. 
They will present it in a ONE-SIDED 
manner...go clear over the Mark, IGNORING 
WORKS altogether,11
SM 2:381: "I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH 
unsupported by WORKS."
SM 2:56: "...a BLIND credulity, and call 
that the FAITH that SANCTIFIES." 
SM 2:59: "There will be Conversions MANY, 
after a PECULIAR order,. .IMMORALITY will 
come in, and extravagance, and ?!ANY will 
make SHIPWRECK of FAITH."

'"SM 2:65» "...his daughter (ANNA) ...was 
not virtuous, but was corrupt., .his in
spiration was of Satan,..THE TP® WAS 
SET (by this fanatical teacher) for 
PROBATION to CLOSE." '
SM 2:95: UI hang out the DANGER Signal." 
SM 2:168: "You will have a great CONFLICT 
with the POWER of EVIL in your own HEARTS 
STr 2:236: "The lord does NOTHING without

• our COOPERATION.";SM 2:392: "The LIGHT given me has been very forcible that MANY would go out’ from us, giving heed to seducing spirits and DOCTRINES of DEVILS... FALSE PROPHETS will arise and will deceive MANY." SM 2:393:" • . .will acept the deceptions of SATAN, and be CHARMED with a spurious HOLINESS...Call REBELLION by its right ’ name and APOSTASY by its right name... "These things...are written for our admonition, upon whom the ENDS of the World are come",..they will take the ' Great LEADER of APOSTASY and name him
1 '■ ■ ■ A _ • a
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7-(#238.) OPEN LETTER TO AWAKENER; 
»Vhy does Brinsmead and Wright deny EFFORT? Because they HAVE to I What do I mean by such a Statement?

"Wbll— RDB wants to pedon off the Idea of a great "CLEANSING# in his “JUDGMENT HOUR" and FTW wants his "CLEANSING" or’ "CHANGE" - that "CHRIST WILL DO IT ALL’" Hence the Idea is to LEAVE ALL POSSIBLE for Christ to "DO" *• hence the Doctrine of Babylon opposed to "DO-DO-DO’« NOTHING to DO’ No LAW to keep — no LAW can be kept, make no "EFFORT" - "BY FAITH ALONE’" The' Song and Dance of BABYLON as any informed person knows* Just using Testimony-language to palm off the same Idea on Believers." As I read "MINISTRY OF HEALING" I compared the Teaching of FTW and EGW. Please allow me to try to Sort tills' for you* I hope you read this Letter to your Group."First the'Teaching of Wright & Brins- mead (Also Rader-Pestes-Burns-Babylon.) (l) The Symptoms of your Disease. Tho 
Doctors of the LAW tell you that your Disease, your Sickness, your Failure is: That you have been "SINNING & CONFESSING - SINNING & CONFESSING."
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O Suppose you weaken enough, and are foolish enough - to admit to them that this is so. 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0 "But they do not STOP there! They take on OTHERS as well as YOURSELF - they compare themselves among themselves - and shuffle the Believers into the same Muddled condition as the BABYLONIANS! Then it appears that the THIRD ANGEL ani HIS MESSAGE did ” NOTHING for usl It makes one Wonder if they are BRAGGING or COMPLAINING’•Do they DENY the POWER of God in your LIFE? the POWER of the Angel Guard to keep you? the POWER of the HOLY SPIRIT?"Do they DENY the POWER - that God did NOTHING for you? is this HUMILITY? or is this the same ATTACK against God that Satan made - that the LAW cannot be kept? hence •« Sin is not really Sin - if the LAW cannot . .be kept anyway. Or is this DENIAL OF THE POWER - is this the Sin against the“Holy ' Ghost? For Christ said it is expedient for you that* I go away - for I will send the Comforter to give you POWER!"Your DENIAL of Overcoming anything in your Life is a DENIAL of the Work of the Holy Spirit. Is your Condition REALLY no Better than the Babbling Babylonians? It is TIME to CHANGE - your Religion! •

•I would like to see some one Bold enough to meet these Pious Frauds in a Meeting, and say:•You ask us if the Record of our Christian Life has not been one of "SINNING AND CONFESSING" without any Improvement whatsoever. But you go further than that - you also include EVERYONE ELSE J The Reason for this is because, like the HAWKER OT INDIAN MEDICINE SHOTS - you have your MAGIC ELIXIR, your "CURE-ALL" to Sell 1“Now ~ since the people here Present are kind of * Weak-minded (else they would not be here!) including'myself - I will accept the Apostle’s admonition to consider others BETTER than myself and speak for these OTHERS not here Present - and tell you quite Frankly and Honestly - I know some who did not know anything about your "SECRET" MAGICAL FORMULA - they just had a Burden to Overcome their Sins - and God did HELP them - I am Witness to it, and I Testify to' it. I do not want to be as Ungrateful” for what the Lord has done for me, like the 10 that were HEALED, and only 01® came back to TESTIFY. I want to TESTIFY and WITNESS' to the POWER of God to save to the Uttermost WITHOUT the NEED of any "SECRET" Potion or Notion - but all that is needed is the honest DESIRE! "He that seeks' Me - will FIND Me - if' he searched for Me - with all his Heart!" o—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—0—0 The Great “CLEANSING" Message would’ sort of lose some of its SPARKS of men’s KINDLING - before the clear presentation of the TRUTH of God’s Word! The poor FALSE PROPHET would*have to ge limping away to find another Group to cast his Spell over and MESMERIZE!MY MESSAGE TO YOU:
“My Message to you is: No longer consent 
tb'listen WITHOUT PROTEST to the per
version of Truth*. UN^tASK the pretentious 

SOPHISTRIES,, brilliant, SPARKLING 
IDEAS often FLASH from a ’<11© that is ” 
INFLUENCED by the Great Deceiver* Those 
who LISTEN an!” ACQUIESCE will become 
CHARTED, as Eve was CHARMED by the 
Serpent’s words. THEY CANNOT LISTEN to 
CHARING PHILOSOPHICAL SPECULATIONS, 
and at the same Time keep the* Word of 
the Living God'CLEARLY in Mind...Noth
ing but a determined EFFORT will BREAK 
the SPELL*" B2sI5,46. SM 1:196. 1904.
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8-(#238.) OPEN LETTER TO AWAKENER.
nGod through His Spirit tells us to Count 
our Blessings - to Witness to what God has 
wrought for us and through us - but the' 
FALSE PROPHET appeals to Minds that have 
boon Morose, Stubborn, Rebellious - for a 
long Time. And they Count their FAILURES! 
And make Mountains out of Mole-Hills in 
the name of, and under the guise of ' 
HONESTY! "HONESTLY DECEIVED’" "The Lord 
shall give them over t6 BELIEVE a LIE!" 

"There is much reading of tho Bible 
that is without Profit, and in many cases 
a positive INJURY...The ENEMY takes control 
..‘.and .'..suggests INTERPRETATIONS'that are 
not correct...however learned'they may be... 
it is not Safe to trust to their EXPLANA
TIONS...

DISGUISE IT AS THEY MAY - 
"Disguise it as they may, the REAL CAUSE of 
DOUBT and SKEPTICISM, in most cases, is the 
LOVE OF SIN. The Teachings and'RESTRICTIONS 
of God’s Word are not welcome to the PROUD, 
SIN-LOVING HEART, and those who are'UNWILLING 
to OBEY its requirements are ready to DOUBT 

"..."If any man WILLETH to DO His will, 
he shall KNOW of the Teaching." Instead of 
QUESTIONING and CAVILING concerning that 
which you do not Understand, give heed to 
the LIGHT that already shines upon you, and 
you will receive GREATER LIGHT." SC IIO-I.

'FALSE PROPHET BRINSMEAD.
"By verbal Garbage and Yardage - RDB 

takes us into the Gate of the "OUTER COURT" 
there, he informs us - Christ "WAITS" for 
you, to give you - "HIS ROBE CF RIGHTEOUS-

• NESS" - p.4I "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" sent 
out for "MASS DISTRIBUTION." ' '

"Only a "THIEF" and a
"ROBBER" would try to find it "some 

other way." So this thing is settled. You 
know now HOW to get "JUSTIFICATION"'and 
WHERE to get it. Don’t try any other Place! 
"Once inside the Gate, you will-find Jesus, 
the Lamb of God, WAITING to take ALL youf 
GUILT‘as you Confess it ALL' to him."ADA' 4I» 

"There you gave Him your "WILL" your 
"HEART" and now you walk* in "NEWNESS' OF 
LIFE. Thus you have entered the experience 
of the OUTER COURT. This is JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH." RDB-ADA 42.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—b—o—o 
"Now you REMEP'BER this - your SINS are* ALL 
Forgiven. This is Final. This is Wonderful. 
This is in the "OUTER COURT® - forDRIGHT ’S 
Version of the same thing - see the 'SAJIE 
CHART - p.20,21,38."ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION."

"RDB then tells us that some make the 
"GRAVE MISTAKE"©! thinking that the 
"OUTER COURT" is all that is needed! ' 
In the Flow of verbal Garbage and Yard
age - to bury people under PIOUS WORDS, 
most will be so delighted to find all 
this out - they will not Stop, Look, 
or Think! and some will not Listen!

"But I would like to ask you - just 
WHO, just WHAT CHURCH, just WHAT BOOK - 
makes the "GRAVE MISTAKE" of stopping 
at the "OUTER COURT" - ? Having some ' 
working Knowledge of various Religions,' 
I brand this as a deliberate DECEPTION'! 
Calculated to take your Eyes away from 
the Fact that he Has by this one fell 
swoop - DENIED the SANCTUARY TRUTHS as 
they came to this people in 1844. 
(I know there are some now Fiddling 
away with the SUPPOSITION that'TIME ' 
from 1844 - Noah’s 120 years brings us 
to' 1964. But since the SANCTUARY TRUTHS 
did not come to us until 1850 - 120 
years brings us to LOOK for PROBATION 
to END for SDA’t in 1971. Don’t ask 
me how they arrive at 1971’- I' am just 
telling you how ANXIOUS some are to be 
PROPHETS! Thinking there is an HONOR “ 
attached to being a PROPHET! They better 
read their Bible all over again. The 
TROPHETS received NO HONOR until after 
they were DEAD! They honored the GRAVE- 
not the PROHET J)

(ANYWAY - just to straighten this 
; new Group of FALSE PROPHETS out - as 

we have seen again and again, an Im
pulsive WO”!AN takes the Bit in her 
Teeth - the most Important and Complete 
Vision ever given to this people was: 
"MYTTRST VISION." THAT VISION camo in 
1844! To FOY - then to HAZEN FOSS - and" 
in the 1846'"BROADSIDE" it was Published 
to the World! EGW-MR 29.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o'  
Kind of a little Late to'make this Tit *’ 
1971 - ! These people forget to remember 
that the SEALING comess "SILENTLY, 
UNNOTICED as the Midnight Thief."GC 491. 
"The RIGHTEOUS and the WICKED... will 
KNOW IT NOT’" GC 491,615*; Even the 
Devil DOES NOT KNOW.’ GC 618.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
"BRINSMEAD KNOWS -
that you go from the "OUTER COURT" to 
find something he calls: "SANCTIFICA- 

. TION" in the "FIRST APARTMENT" or "HOLY 
PLACE!" So there again you "PRAY1’ in

d 4 W
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rW.) OPEN LETTER TO AWAKENERS. "If I do something that I cannot pos-

see

This is the Charade of the False Devil'-' 
led "AWAKENING." "The LIGHT which flames 
up for a time soon dies out, leaving 
the DARKNESS more DENSE than befdi^S 
o—o—o—0*0—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o GC 463• 
“The Charade of the False "AWAKENING" 
is that* you CANNOT HELP BUT SIN A ’ 
therefore, Ah, Yes J THERE?’CRE - J J!

THEREFORE -
“The Solution is - "
(a) You could not Help it, you cannot 
keep the LAW)
(B) Hence you did not REAtLY sin! Let’s 
HIDE the whole thing away in the “SUB
CONSCIOUS11 - J Or let ’s “BLOT®* it out- 
of our "MEMORY" - or some other way let 
us hot even THINK of It anymore as a 
SIN! THAT is the Doctrine of BABYLON 
come into* REFORM VIA SDA MINISTERS!
(c) So our great “FAITH0 tells us to 
TRY NOTHING! OVERCOME NOTHING! LET" ~ 
CHRIST DO IT BY A MIRACLE J These people 
surely have not been Reading any Testi
monies! Or they are Reading them witH*“ 
BLINDERS on* it is an INJURY for them 
to READ them! “EVER LEARNING AND NEVER ‘ 
ABLE TO COME TO A KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH0 
(D) If you found your way OUT of that 
Fruit of PSYCHOLOGY and MESMERISM - 
you can Thank God for the Blessing!

CRUCIFYING CHRIST - 
“Christ died ONCE* Not for WILFUL SINS 
after that the Knowledge of the Truth 
is come - but He died for Sins of 
IGNORANCE! You can bear your own WILL
FUL UKOONFESSED SINS! If I Sin and say 
I COULD NOT HELP IT - DENY THE POWER - 
have no FAITH to ASK for any HELP *' 
then DEMAND God to SAVE me as I cast 
myself off this PINNACLE OF PRESUMPTION, 
for Christ to Forgive THAT SIN - He 
would have to be Crucified AFRESH!

DO-DO-DO-DO!
“These people are coming to Christ 
with a Club* TELLING Him what He should 
,D0‘- ! Not coming in Humility asking 
for HELP to DO'what He tells THEM to 
DO — ! “Blessed are they that shall DO 
My COMMANDMENTS .For they shall have 
RIGHT to the Tree of LIFE.“

“He that DOETH the WILL of My 
Father which is in Heaven - he shall 
KNOW of the Doctrine.® You DO what 
you can DO with the MIGHT He supplies!

238.) OPEN LETTER TO AWAKENERS. ~ - - __
“THE FIRST APARTMENT J“ I do know of a Group sibly Help surely "that is“No"siN!“ 
PRAYING in the FIRST VACATED APARTMENT - ‘ ‘ '

ft they do not get ANYTHING like what RDB 
a ref FTW. promise! “I saw one after another 
LEAVE tho Company who WERE praying to Jesus 
Ln the HOLIEST, (they WERE in the RIGHT"place!) 
and go and JOIN those before tho Throne^ 
(Context shows the VACATED THRONE in tho ‘ 

FIRST APARTMENT — where SATAN stands trying 
to carry on the Work of GodJ EW 56.) 
and they at once received the unholy in
fluence of SATAN." EGW-W 29.(Now obtainable 
as a single "Sheet from WHITE PUBLICATIONS. 
Ask for "1846 BROADSIDE of FIRST VISION*?) 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
" •..and they at once received ‘tho unholy 
influence of SATAN," EGW-MR 28. EW 56*. * * . 
Is that what you want - ? That is what you 
will get if you follow the “THIEVES" and 
“ROBBERS" into the FIRST VACATED. APARTMENT J 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—o—0—0 
ANYWAY - the Point that we are making here 
is that RDB and FTW have your Sihs “FORGIVEN" 
and you have the "NEW LIFE" —' “the very 
RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD" — you are in'Fact a 
"DIVINE* human being" - and what not. Really 
some verbal Yardage now!

BUT WAIT A MINUTE!
"BRINSMEAD forgot to Remember his “CLEANSIN1" 
in the “OUTER COURT" - - when for the FIRST 
TIME you go "IN to the Holy ELace!" So 
now what? So now to EMPHASIZE this Wonderful 
"CLEANSING" of his - he FORGETS about that 
"ROBE" that you had on, he FORGETS about 
"ALL" your sins "FORGIVEN" as you Confess 
them "ALL" to Him •» and now What - ? Why - 
you are no Better off than the DEVIL! Come 
right down to it! Here are his words:

"...the SUBCONSCIOUS SIN..'.The WORST* 
SIN CF THE UNIVERSE ...hidden, deep-seated 
ENMITY against God...this SUBCONSCIOUS UN
BELIEF and alienation from God, which is to 
be BLOTTED* OUT of the LIFE through the 
special work of CLEANSING the Sanctuary. 
(As to hoW the righteous DEAD fit into this,

EW 254?( So he says - ADA 21.) 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—Q—0—0 
"Well, Sir - you know -that’s quite a dis
covery! And even the "RIGHTEOUS DEAD" are 
going to fit into this! So “TODAY" is NOT 
the "DAY OF SALVATION!" It is TOMORROW!'' 
“Sufficient unto the DAY' is the EVIL there
of?" Nothing doing! We are going to*carry 
the, EVIL around and "WAIT ABOUT" for this 
"CLEANSINGThus SIN is not really SIK!



"THUS" (Daniells says!) "is explained 
HOW Faith TAKES THE PLACE of WORKS and’ 
is ACCOUNTED Righteousness." CCR 19,20. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Now in case some sick, stubborn, and 
obstinate APOLOGIST (like F.T.Wright) ' 
tries to make out that Daniells did not 
mean SINS OF TOMORROW in the Process of 

meant SINS CFSANCTIFICATION - but onl 
YESTERDAY (JUSTIFICATION) that we can 
do nothing about anyway! We could well 
argue that in that Case he had no busi
ness using the word: "TAKES® - but 
should have said, dr would’have said: 
"TOOK!" "THUS is explained just how 
Faith TOOK the place of Works."(For 
the whole Idea is that WORKS NON can 
never ATONE FOR'WHAT IS PAST. No Romish 
"PILGRIMAGES" or "BOWING TO MECCA" or 
"FLAGULATIONS" or "LAYING ON A BOARD OF 
NAILS" or "OATHS OF SILENCE" in a NUN
NERY or'"OATHS OF POVERTY" in a MONK-" 
RETREAT or "DIAL-A-PHONE" or other say
ing of "MASS" by a "HOLY MAN" - neither 
your WORKS nor HIS -will do any Good 
what-so-evor! For Sins of the Past! But 
this is no License to SIN WILFULLY' now 
that we have Tasted of the good Word to 
come! Rather than URGE a person to SIN 
MORE - because God does not CARE • it 
is rather meant to bring about THANK
FUL LESS to give HOPE to the Heart and’ 
Soul bowed down with a Burden for Sin. 
"Thy Sins be Forgiven thee « go and SIN 
NO MORE!" The very Fact of your going 
to an earthly PRIEST, a "F0RGIVER CF SIN" 
means you DOUBT the Mercy of God that 
YOU can come to Him by Faith and be 

, justified by YOUR OWN FAITH! "NO CHURCH 
NEEDED!" "It was a Testimony AGAINST 
them!" This is what made the Jewish 
Priests and Rulers .so killing Mad also, 
because you DID NOT NEED THEM! The Mes
sage that Thrilled the World wasthat 
Christ was the "ONLY MEDIATOR" between 
God and man, and THAT is ’«JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH" in a Nut-Shell! And- it is 
THIS that the Leadership would not ..
Tolerate in 1888.)

FALSE PROPHETESSES. / ' 
"Likewise.• .set thy face AGAINST the 
DAUGHTERS of thy people, which prophecy 
out of their own HEART, and prophecy 
thou AGAINST THEM..."WOE TO THE WOMEN" 
...Your kerchiefs also will I tear...

• Because with LIES ye have made the HEART

I0-(-238.)OJEN LETTER TO AWAKENER - now be
comes GENERAL OPEN LETTER TO ALL AWAKENERS: 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o Feb.15,1971.(Notes of Feb.12,1971.) 
loose too Indolent to Strive and Fight and 
itrestle and Run the Race to be" Saved - 
excuse themselves on the ground of having 
found something called: "FAITH." 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
This is the same Excuse that BABYLON offers. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0 
The Divine Prediction and the Red Light of 
Warning is that some will be preaching: 
"By Faith ALOIS!" (GC 471-2.)" * ’ ‘

Drug-Shot Daniells started this p.I5’-2O 
of his COR Book, as he quoted only what the 
Carnal could Wrest - to their own Destruc
tion,"BY FAITH (quotes Daniells oh p.I9) - 
"BY FAITH he can bring to God the MERITS of 
Christ, and the Lord places the OBEDIENCE 
of His Son to the sinner’s Account. Christ’s 
RIGHTEOUSNESS is accepted IN PLAUE" of man’s 
FAILURE." R&H, Nov.4,1890. RH A2:436.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
We quote this to show how things can be 
slanted by taking out of Context • - by taking 
out of Setting. "JUDAS went aid HANGED him
self." "Go thou and do likewise."
0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
I wonder if ONE Adventist out of 1500 - 
ever turned and looked up the ORIGINAL ? 
Of course - one .good way to KEEP them from 
doing that - was to KEEP it HIDDEN in the 
VAULTS - so they could BEGUILE & DECEIVE 
at’will! But now that the Vaults have been 
turned open to us through the 6 "ARTICLE" Books (^00 .oo or Special for about ?85".oo) 
we See what Daniells and Followers would 
NEVER quote, NEVER believe, NEVER appreciate. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
As is the way of the Trained Seals -'in CCR 

' Daniells ADDS his words - thus’slanting'the 
matter still further the way^he wants it to 
go, not satisfied to cut Sentences in HALF, 
or jump over what he does not Like, so he 
adds his words: "God accepts Christ’s right
eousness IN THE PLACE OF our FAILURE, dur 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS." COR 19, A.GDaniells._ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
And so the "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" people 
take off and since the Lord LIKES our "FAIL
URE1’ - our "UNRIGHTEOUSNESS" that much - 
let’s give Him much more of the SAiMEj This 
is the Hidden, Subconscious DESIRE of the 
CARNAL HEART - as they seek' the SIN-FORGIV-* 
INj Priest-Hood, To save them IN thoir Sins!
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present to God IN-THE-PLACE-CF-OUR-FAILURES.

at least the Catholics made Money at it! 
But the APOSTATE PROTESTANTS hand them 
"ABSOLUTION FOR SIN" - without Money’and 
without Price* NO SHAME ATTACHED to the 
METHODIST-EVANGELICAL “by Faith ALONE!"

HERE IS WT THE DRUG-LOVERS LIKE*: 
“It should enable us to CEASE from opr 
own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES, a$d 
to enter into calm, tiusting, living 
FAITH in the merits* the OBEDIENCE',' the 
righteousness of CHRIST. These we mat

—“ « CCR 20. A.G .DANIELAS.

(See’“ARE SDA'DOING THE WILT, OF GOD?* 
Elder Brisbin* Religious Liberty and 
Temperance Assoc. Box 195* TRENTON, I.J. 
08602. p.10,11. See also'GCB 1893. S$e

DANIELLS^ONES«^RINSMEAD-WAlGGONER-WRIGRT 
hand them “JUSTIFICATION" - “SANCTIFI-* 
CATION" - “SINLESSNESS" - anything they 
want - with “NO EFFORT" attached! No 
"FLAGULATIONS" w no Money “by Faith ALONE’ 
That DANIELLS - FROOM - ANDERSON - FEASE- 
CCFFEY •» RICHARDS and Company well under
stood that DANIELLS meant “FAITH TAKES 
THE PLACE OF WORKS" - “IT WAS NOT BY 
WORKS - IT WAS BY FAITH" - “TO HIM THAT 
WORKETH NOT...READ IT AGAIN" - "WITHOUT 
WORKS" - “IMPUTED.. .PJPUTED.. .IMPUTED"- 
"THE ONLY WAY OF DOING IT IS "BY FAITH." 
"To the natural, UNILLUMINATED MIND,this ’ 
solution of the dark problem is a MYSTERY. 
The LAW requires OBEDIENCE.,.How can such

, IGNORED, RUH-’ 
PROFESSING' te b© ChrifrtiansL .will be'brought CULED, SPOKEN AGAINST - by the MAJORITY." 
Low in the Dust...WAR."• 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
How oan APOSTATE PROTESTANTISPrbe 'WORSE 
than ROMANISM - ? LUTHER fought the”SIN- uoou^. p,xu,aa. oee axao uvd
FORGIVING of the Priests through the Mockery also B2:5I. 
of the "MASS" and the Selling of ""INDULGENCES"

and poured their Whoredom upon her. Where
fore I have delivered her into" the hand"of 
her Lovers(COMWNISM)...These discovered 
her nakedness...and slew her with the Sword.

"AHCLIBAH...was MORE CORRUPT in her"in
ordinate LOVE than she, and in her Whoredoms 
MORE than her Sister in her Whoredoms. She 
doted upon the Assyrians•• .horsemen,', .all 
of them desirable young men...And the BABY
LONIANS came to her into the bed of LOVE, 
and they defiled her...paramours...whose 
Issue is like the Issue of Horses••.in 
bruising thy Teats by the Egyptians... 
Therefore, 0 AHCLIBAH, thus saith the Lord 
God; Behold, I will raise up thy LOVERS 
against thee»•.and I will bring them against 
thee on every Side ••.The BABYLONIANS...the 
CHALDEANS.. .the ASSYRIANS .. .and thy REMNANT 
shall Fall by the Sword." Ezekiel 23:5-25.

.“The Prophecy of Isa.3 was presented 
before me as applying to these Last Days, 
and the Reproofs are given to the DAUGHTERS 
CF ZION who have thought oriLy of appearance 
and display. Read verse 25? "Thy"mon_ shall 
fall by the Sword, and thy eighty in the 
WAR ." I was shown that this Scripture will 
be strictly fulfilled. Young men and Women

II-(^238.) TO AWAKENERSs .. 
of the RIGHTEOUS rad: and STRENGTHENED'the 
hands of the WICKED, that he should not 
RETURN from his wicked way, BY^PROMISING- 
HIM-LJFE.,,1 will deliver My people out of 

our hand: and ye shall know that I am the 
Lord," Ezekiel 13:17,22. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
In Ejekiel 23 we have "two Women, the • 
Daughters of ONE MOTHER." Ezekiel 23:2. 
THE MYSTERY BABYLON of Rev,18 will COMBINE 
"AHCLAH the Elder (ROMANISM), and AHCLIBAH 
her Sister (APOSTATE PROTEST ANISM)" 23:4.' 

"AHCLAH played the Harlot...she doted 
on her Lovers, oh the Assyrians.. Norsemen 
...with all their Idols she defiled herself  
...they bruised the Breasts of her Virginity, DEMANDS beAnet by Faith INSTEAD CF BY 

WORKS?11 A.G .DANIELLS OCR 19,20,16-18.
THAT THE AWAKENING CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD 

this the SDA-DRUGGER A .G .DANIELLS way is 
apparent by the way they Beat the Drums 
for "NO EFFORT" - "NO FIGHTING" - "NO 
WORKS" - "IT IS NOT BY TRYING" ad infini
tum,et al,and etcetra.

TO THE “UNILLUMINATED MIN)“ of any* 
one who tries to come to the DEFENSE of 
DANIELLS and Company - tries to make out 
that he still DID NOT MEAN THE FUTURE 
(SANCTIFICATION) - but only meant the 
PAST (JUSTIFICATION) - because he quoted 
the Bible: “...remission of Sins that 
are PAST..." Rom.3:24,25." COR'18,19.

Then take a long, good, hard Lock 
at these words by DANIELLS as he sums 
up the matter and speaks of the FUTURE! 
Which is the primary Thought he tries 
to convey throughout, as he knew what 
meh‘and women WANTED - and served it to 
them!* To this date we have not heard of 
ONE around this World who has OBJECTED 
to the DANIELLS THESIS. Therefore we 
Brand it. as SPURIOUS - because when the 
Message of 1888 will be again REPEATED 
it will again be »H



J.

12-0*238.) TO SDA 4AWAKENERS. 
Those taken up with that INTOXICANT - 
that METHODIST "WINE OF BABYLON11 - 
that leads to NO “STEPS® to Christ, I have 
it made,. I am "COMHJETE", "I AM SAVED" - 
the LAW is in Heaven, CHRIST is in Heaven, 
He can KEEP it there! This Class will NEVER 
want to Hear about the REST of that Quota
tion that the DANIELLS "CONFEDERACY CF EVIL" 
would NEVER quote, NEVER appreciate, NEVER 
want. For this is our- Duty for’TODAY and 
TOMORROW. "The WORK of a LIFETIME." 

WHAT DANIELLS DID NOT WALT:
"REPENTANCE is associated with FAITH... ’ 
There is no Salvation-without REPENTANCE. 
(LEFT OUT of "THE FAITH I LIVE BY® also:) 
"God requires the entire surrender of the 
Heart, BEFORE Justification can take place; 
and in order for man to RETAIN Justifica
tion, there must be continual’OBEDIENCE, 
through active, living FAITH that WORKS by. 
LOVE and PUR Lb'IE S the Soul.

"James writes of ABRAHAM..."Seest thou 
how FAITH wrought with his WORKS,“and by 
WORKS was FAITH made PERFECT?...Ye see then 
that by WORKS a man is JUSTIFIED, and NOT 
by Faith ONLY"...it* is by OBEDIENCE tttAt 
FAITH itself is made PERFECT." RH A2:436. 
Nov.4,1890, (The Part that DANIELLS also 
avoided: "But while God can bo just, and 
yet JUSTIFY the sinner through the MERITS 
of Christ, NO-MAN-CAN-COVER his soul with 
the Garments of Christ’s RIGHTEOUSNESS 
while-practlcing-known-SINS, or neglecting 
known Duties." same.) (Then the next R&H > 
ARTICLE takes up the "STEPS" - "THE MYSTIC 
LADDER." "All WARFARE is USELESS unless 
Christ’s POWER is COMBINED with HUMAN EFFORT. 
But while we can do NOTHING without Him, 
we have something to DO in connection WITH • 
Him." RH A2:438. Nov.11,1890.)

(Then the NEXT R&H ARTICLE goes further 
into the matter and tells us? What’BABYLON 
does not want to Hear, so this need not 
be expected to be very Popular: "THE LAW >’ 
CF GOD is the only genuine STANDARD for the • h • 
measurement * of CHARACTER., .How many cry, 
"BELIEVE, ONLY BELIEVE. PEACE,‘PEACE," and 
fail to arouse CONVICTION,’ or to CONVERT 
men from the Error of their way...Men in ; :' 
this condition MAKE-A-CLAIM-OF-PEI^ECTION,. 
but such Perfection is simply. IGNORANCE of 
imh“l i.._*' .■ .*
is REQUIRED by .the LAW of JEHOVAH. The PEACE 
that may come from such self-satisfaction 
is a FALSE PEACE. When the *TROTH comes in

the word SOLUM (Alone) was not in the 
Greek or Latin text...I inserted the 
word SOLUM...because the text itself 
and the sense of St’i* Paul demanded it* * 
and forced it upon me." ("In his Letter 
on Translation"*"- by DANIEL WALTHER. 
p.7. R&H. Oct.26,1967.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Those who intend to Stop at "FAITH" - 
(not knowing that*Faith "ALONE" is DEAD) 
and Believe themselves "JUSTIFIED BY 
FAITH" - really do not Understand the 
various Kinds and Phases of "FAITH." 

FAITH is a New-Born Child or Plant" 
that needs to be Nurtured, Strengthened, 
and CuMvated. It needs to Grow. 

Those who Talk of FAITH as an 
ABSOLUTE - as a SOMETHING that is 
COMPLETE - neither know themselves nor 
the Gospel. It is the same with LOVER
LOVE and FAITH need to Grow, they need”* 
CARE," CULTURE, and DEVELOPMENT, by firn 
Adherence to LAW and PRINCIPLE.

"Whatever WEAKENS faith in God ROBS 
the Soul of POWER to RESIST Temptation.

* It removes the only real Safeguard 
’ against Sin." MH 440 •

"The precious GRACES of the Holy’ 
Spirit are not DEVELOPED in a MOMENT. 
Courage, Fortitude, Meekness, FAITH, 
Unwavering TRUST in God’s POWER to save,* 
are ACQUIRED by the experience of YEARS. 
By a LIFE of Holy endeavor." MH 454« •

»..»a SETTLED Faith.® MH“462.’ 
"...a LIVING Faith." HH ‘469. * 
"Moses...LEARNED Faith and Meekness, 

.Patience, Humility, and SELF-FORGETFUL
NESS.. .FITTED for the greatest WORK 
ever given to man." MH 474-5•“ 

"...RENEWED Faith." AA 184.Faith...INCREASED." AA 187.
____________ *...the DIFFERENCE between a LIVING 

section" lack of”PERCEPTION is to what. ' Faith and a DEAD Formalism.. .in SPIRIT .
—- L-’ “ -------- as well as in LETTER." AA 190.

".. Faith without true COWERSION 
of HEART...MORALITY & EXCESS."AA 192.

contact with such persons, their PEACE 
is disturbed." RH 22:439. Nov.I8,I890. 
("If we say we HAVE-NO-SIN, we deceive 
ourselves, and the TRUTH is not in us.") 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 (same.)

FAITH.
"ADD to your Faith..." - proves it can
not be "ALONE." LUTHER put the word: 

f "ALONE" into thO Bible.
"In Romans 3 I know right well that



barrel with both heads out.” SG 2:7.7.' in all it comprehends

STEPS.
All things come by STEPS * after 1888 the“ 
Book was Written: "STEPS to Christ." There 
are also STEPS to Perdition. There is one 
Group that is going to take the LAST STEP 
and keep SUNDAY. How to get that "Way"'- ? 

‘ • "Those who have STEP by STEP yielded to 
Worldly demands and conformed' to"Worldly 
customs will not find it a hard' matter to 
yield to the Powers that'be.” T5:8I.

Then there is another Group that will 
be Sealed with the Seal of the Living God: 
"The Third Angel is’leading up* a people', 
STEP by STEP, higher and higher. At’every 
STEP they will be TESTED." SG 2:230. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
"THE GREAT FINAL TEST" will depend on how 
they stood the other Tests. "THE SUID'AY LAW" 
is not near as important a TEST as some take 
it to be. HOW SO - you ask? The Point has 
already been covered. Those who'have FAILED 
TEST AFTER TEST will not find it a hard 
matter to FAIL the "LAST TEST J"* So the TEST 
for some, if not for many *» where they can 

„CHOOSE to take the RIGHT SIDE - this FINAL

TEST need hot be the SUNDAY LAW TEST AT" 
ALL1 For if they find it "EASY" and have 
plenty of "EXCUSES" for keeping SUNDAY 

made STRONG by EFFORT1} "for the Duration" or whatever Reason, 
or perhaps to meet the SUN next EASTER-" 
SUNDAY-MORNING with Billy Graham (you see 
how EASY that one was - ?)

* DRUG-TEST.
"The Truth for this Time, the Third Angel’f 
Message, is to be' proclaimed with a LOUD 
VOICE...as we approach the GREAT FINAL 
TEST. THIS TEST must come to the (SDA- )

t^-(4238.) TO SDA & AWAKENERS.
" >JFtoxd. fast the FAITH once delivered to 
the Saints." AA 431. “
\ "PAUL...his FAITH, i ----------- 'f _ “
’'laving received the FAITH of the Gospel, ’ 
i L a ItSXT work of the believer is to ADD to 
his Character VIRTUE, and thus CLEANSE the 
HEART and PREPARE the MIND for the RECEPTION 
of the KNOWLEDGE of God. This KNOWLEDGE is 
the FOUNDATION...ATTAIN to PERFECTION ."AA" ’ 
o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 500,53 0»I. 
"...the FAITH of the Disciple's was greatly* 
STRENGTHENED at the Transfiguration."SG 1:40. CHURCHES in connection with TRUE MEDICAL 

"...STRONG Faith." SG 1:183. " * MISSIONARY WORK, a WORK that has the **
"Your THEORY of Faith is empty“as a flour Great Physician to dictate and_presid0x 

barrel with both heads out." SG 2-47.' in all it comprehends•" (**
"FAITH without WORKS - is DEAD.11 (Being ALONE) Loma Linda Messages. LLM'62. See al‘so 
o—o—o—o—o—o«*o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—d—o—o*d—o 
The "LOVE" (or the "FAITH") that runs any
where and everywhere without Check-Rein or 
Direction - is the Love of a Harlot. There
fore "ADD" to your FAITH - VIRTUE. And let 
the two together seek KNOWLEDGE so that they 
will KNOW what they are Talking about.

There is only a very fine Line"between 
FAITH and PRESUMPTION, and LOVE and LUST. ’ 
There are Meets and Bounds to FAITH & LOVE. 
And we need to KNOW what they are. "The 
Wicked shall DO Wickedly - and NONE of the 
Wicked shall UNDERSTAND - but the WISE shall 
UNDERSTAND."

IB (H 121,1900)
I »•* <4 •

SM 2:53. COL 422; fK 710; Ev.5I7. T5:453, 
525. 16:226,289,426. EW 42.
o-o-o—o-o—o-o—o-o-o-o-o—o—o-o-o-o—o-0-0-0
"FAITH" to' some people is "FAITH" in the 
Church & Leadership ."Therefore” it is not 
YOUR FAITHl It is some one eWs FAITH J 
"It is not by TRYING - it is by DYING." 

("Twice DEAD *• plucked up by the Roots.* ) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o TM 81.

DO I DIE - ?
"We need the Experience that PAUL had 
when*he wrote: "I am CRUCIFIED with Christ; 
nevertheless I LIVE; yet not I, but Christ 
LIVETH in me; and the LIFE which I now 
LIVE in the Flesh I LIVE by the FAITH 
of the Son of God, who loved me, and 
gave Himself for me." MH 457. "...by 
whom the World is CRUCIFIED'unto me, 
and I unto the World." MH 4&C.

FAITH OR FALLACY?
"WhilethoYTRUST to the guidance of HUMAN 
AUTHORITY, NONE will come to a SAVING 
KNOWLEDGE of the TROTH. Like Nathanael, 
we need to Study God ’s Word FOR OUR
SELVES." DA 141. (ENDURING FAITH 0 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

I,am NOT Justified by the Church’s 
•FAITH" - this is what LUTHER had to 
learn - the Voice of the Angel went 
around the World:' "The Just shall live 
by FAITH(Notice. - hot Die, but LIVEj

Do not DIE in your Tracks with some 
DEAD "Faith." "Faith without Works - " 
(without EFFORT J), is DEAD’" "I LIVE by’ 
the Faith of the Son of God." Gal.2?20.

Now the Term: "LIVING FAITH"~takes 
on new Depths of Meaning. So there are 
different KINDS or STAGES of FAITH • ?

And after finding them all - only 
ONE will Remain. It is FAITH In the TROTH.



14^ (#238.) TO CHURCH & REFORM.
Being DEAD to the World •* does that not 
make the Christian more ALIVE to the things 
of God - ? “It is the grand STIMULUS, the

one can perfect PERFECTION,"
“ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION."
0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0
Makes one feel FILTHY to write such utter

constraining FORCE, that QUICKENS the physi- BLASPHEMY down! and I do mean BLASPHEMY! 
mental, and spiritual POWERS, and- ‘ ‘

DIRECTS the LIFE into right Channels..• 
treasure His Words in the HEART, and prac
tice them in the LIFE.” MH 458.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0 
How can there be a “NEW LIFE” - and yet be. 
DEAD? Some are only “DEAD in trespasses 
and Sins.“ We do not need the Slogans of 
the BAAL-PRIESTS OF BABYLON to teach us 
ANY TRUTH* STUPIDITY is not HUMILITY!
o-o*o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0 
THE RELIGION OF WRIGHT TEACHES:
(1) You have a hopeless “Nature”{Character) 
You cannot keep the Law. I do not think 
.there is.anyone Sane.on Earth as HOPELESS 
as he paints them. One major Reason for the 
Wicked being raised after the 1000 years 
is to SHOW what people are like WITHOUT the 
restraining Influence of the Angels arid the 
Spirit of God. This we do not see now. We 
have no idea'how awful this could be. This 
is why: “Every Knee shall Bow and Confess” 
that it is best to Destroy the Wicked.' In 
contrast with the Glory of the Redeemed, 
their Existence is only a Nightmare. The 
Leprosy of Sin will be seen as it really 
is - only ONCE for the Universe to See. 
No Pen could paint the picture extent dur
ing the 1000 years and when they prepare 
for War to take the City. All will Testify 
that it will be an Act of Mercy to put 
them to Sleep. They will' trouble no one 
anymore. “Weeping may endure for a Night- 
but Joy cometh in the Morning.”
(2) FTW says you turn it (the Nature,'the 
“you" that is “ALL" Evil) over to Christ 
and He■ “RE-CREATES" it. Now he swings to 
the opposite End of the Pendulum - and 
Paints a Picture of the “all-Now-You" - 
(and himself!) as *“Sinless®, as "Holy", 
as Perfect as Adam before the Fall! Having 
the "sinless Life of Christ in you...the 
Life of God." (P.7.“AWAKE TO RIGHTEOUSNESS") 
“...that brings us into actual possession 
of the VERY RIGHEOUSNESS OF GOD, itself." 
(p;I3. Sept.1966.“The Messenger'of Living 
Righteousness.") "The old Siri problem is 
GONE and is DESTROYED;." (p. 14. July, 1968'.) '

The “ROOT".of Evil all gone, no further 
“CLEANSING" needed for that. “WHATSOEVER" - 
“...for no one can fill the FULLNESS, no

> one can complete the COMPLETENESS’and no

“Before angels, men, and demons, He had 
spoken, unchallenged, words that from any 
other lips WOULD-HAVE-BEEN-BLASRHEMY: 
"I do always those things that please 
Him.® DA 468.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
BLASPHEMY: (is this Faith or Presumption?) 
WRIGHT: “I want your love life to rule in 
me...iffto the place where the old NATURE 
was put the FUU NESS of your own LIFE of 
LOVE and RIGHTEOUSNESS." Just as surely 
as you do this (says WRIGHT!) .. .HE-WILL 
DO-IT. He is pledged to DO-IT .“p.I3‘ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 March, 1966.

WRIGHT BLASPHEMY: “But do not pray the 
old USELESS prayer, “Lord, HELP me to 
overcome this sin." Instead, pray the 
FAR-MORE-INTELLIGENT-PRAYER, “Lord... * 
you have promised to take this LIFE away 
from me. Lord here it is. You take it,-- 
NOW,(EMPHASIS His!) I do not want it any
more, It is now yours and not mine any 
more. And Lord you have promised to-give 
to-me-your-own-LIFE~in-its-place. By 
Faith (or Presumption?) I reach out my* 
hand and TAKE (this “NEW LIFE" comes thru 
the HAND - ???) and TAKE the GIFT and it 
is MINE and I thank you that I HAVE it." 
(Last EMPHASIS HIS!) HIP-HIP-HURRAY J Doc
trine. p.I3. Oct.1967. The LITERAL Life 
of "Christ!"
o-o-o-o—b-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o—0-0-0 
Well, Sir - you know, outside of ONTOLOGY, 
OCCULTISM, ROSIGRUCIANISM, SATANISM, 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, NEW THOUGHT, HOLY 
FLESH, LIVING", TEMPLE, PANTHEISM - I do 
not know where else you could MATERIALIZE ’ 
or MATCH that Kind of Theological Esctasy. 
In Fact - the above Religions are not all 
THAT Bad!.That they DEMAND to be "EQUAL" 
with Christ! Which is what SPARKED the 
REBELLION and WAR in HEAVEN! Over this 
very DEMAND and TEACHING! These other 
FAR-OUT RELIGIONS at'least may take you 
on a long Journey through' “INCARNATION" 
perhaps to REACH this glorious LEVEL that 
FTW paints for you. Some might say that 
Wright ALSO requires DEVELOPMENT J 

o-o-o-o-o-o—p-o—0-0—o-o-o-o-o—0—0—0-0-0—o
But if he does — pray tell, how can you 
IMPROVE "The very LIFE of Christ" in you? 
Or how can you BETTER "The very RIGHTEOUS-



I5-(^238.) TO THE BLASPHEMERS!
Q? GOD?" I would really like to know 

aOw one can go BEYOND being "COMPLETE?" 
4 ’“COPffLETE" Plan of Snl vpf.i pt] «• 

"COMPLETE" Sacrifice -
... •■COMPLETE" Provision •• does not mean YOU 
E.re "COMPLETE" by any stretch of the IMAGI- 
NZTIONl "There is NONE Righteous - NO-NCT-ONEJ" 
O<*O—O—O—0-0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O 
Why should the followers of F .T .Wright make 
an "Effort" - while at the same Time being 
assured they should "REST in a FINISHED 
Work?" "A COi'<JLETE new CREATION." p.4.Aug. 
1968. "...putting back into man of the same 
CHARACTER OF GOD-in the second CREATION." 
p.12. Jan .Feb.1969.

"...now there is a FOUNTAIN of LIFE, 
even the LIFE of the RIGHTEOUSNESS CF GOD, 
and this Fountain can ONLY bring forth a 
STREAM-OF-RIGHTEOUSTESS.. .Lord.. .take' this 
sinful NATURE, crucify it to DEATH and into 
its place put your own SPOTLESS LIFE, the 
FOUNT AIN-QF-RIGHTEOUSNESS. Lord you have 
promised to do this ...the kind of LIFE stich 
as we have never dreamed POSSIBLE."p.12-3. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o May, 1967. 
Friends * I say in all Kindness - one would 
really have to be SICK, to Fall for that! 
Such talk can only originate with one who 
knows MXTHING about CHARACTER' - to IMAGINE 
"And they became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS, 
and their FOOLISH HEART was DARKENED.«.... 
to IMAGINE that "CHARACTER" can be PUT IN 
to a man, something he calls an "IT" - 
speaking of holding out your HAND - and 
Christ puts "IT" into your Handl A PERFECT 
CHARACTER is an "IT" that can be manipulated 
like that!

Reminds me of a mental Derelict near 
here who forgot to put on the Handle-Bar 
Brakes on a Bicycle, went furiously down 
Hill «• was thrown violently;- which knocked 
his "Soul" out of his Body - he was up in 
the. Air looking down on his Body - and his 
"Soul" laying beside his Body - a Silvery 
Disc about 20 inches across! He should get 
together with FTW to talk over Old Timos 
and compare Notes on the "IT!" 

"The BIRTH of RIGHTEOUSNESS into this 
world, into the family of Abram, INTO-YOUR 
HEART and mine must be by FAITH-FOR-IT-IS 
A-MIRACLE...," p.IO. Sept.1967. (FTW)’ 

"...life and death MESSAGES." p.II. 
April, 1969e "...and is in actual FACT 
a DIVINE human being."- (" YE-SHALL-BE-AS- 
GODSI") p.15. May, 1966. (FTW)

LIFE & DEATH QUESTION. (EGW) 
"Every phase of FANATICISM and ERROIEOUS 
THEORIES, claiming to be the Truth, will 
be brought IN among the Remnant people 
of God...Any man who supposes.• .he can 
start a work which will CONQUER-THE-WORLD 
will find himself lying among the RUINS 
'1 of his own Speculations...invent TESTS 

that are NO-TESTS-AT-ALL, that when the 
TRUE TEST shall be made prominent, it 
shall be considered on a par with the 
MAN-MADE-TESTS that have been of no 
Value...brought in to CONTUSE FAITH and 
SOUND JUDGMENT, and DE-MERIT the great, 
grand, Testing Truth'for t his Time... 
Men have brought themselves IN with 
their heterogeneous mass of HERESIES 
which they represent as ORACLES for the 
people. The people are CHARMED with some 
STRANGE-NEWATHING, and are' not Wise in 
Experience to DISCERN the character of 
IDEAS that men may FRAME-UP' as something. 
..'.CONJURE up thing's NEW and STRANGE, 
and'without consideration will step foil
ward on'these UNSTABLE THEORIES*,' that 
have been WOVEN TOGETHER as a precious 
Theory, and present it 8s‘ a LIFE AND 
DEATH Question." SM 2:14-5. 1898.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
BRINSMEAD: "For you it is a LIFE AM) 
DEATH Question." WB 65. "OPEN DOOR" 2. 
0—0—>0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
WRIGHT: “...LIFE AND DEATH Messages." .. 
p.II. April, 1969.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
WRIGHT: "...we recommend the book "CHRIST 
OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" by A.G.DANIELLS... 
It contains the WHOLE matter of this 
Message." p.12. "THE DELAY OF'CHRIST’S 
RETURN." (DANIELLS would never have 
DREAJTD of the DEMENTED RAMBLINGS of 
"THE MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS I" 
and if DANIELLS had the COMPLETE MESSAGE 
- why VIOLATE what he had? DISSECT it? 
make MINDE-MEAT out of it? and if he 
was RIGHT - and HAD the MESSAGE of 1888- 
WHY does no one OBJECT to it - ?
0-0—0—0—o—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o-b—e—0—0 
"To stand in defense of Truth and ■Right
eousness whei>the-MAJCRITY-forsake-us, 
to Fight the Battles of the Lord when 
CHAMPIONS ate FEW - this will be our 
TEST." T5:I36. "There is no SAFETY nor 
REPOSE nor JUSTIFICATION in TRANSGESSION 
of the LAW...There are many BELIEFS that 
the MIND has no right to entertain."

SM 1:214.



Wouldn’t your Neighbor come over,

Meetings (He knew what a Crumb you were!) 
(The Kind of a Guy that FTW Paints!)

The Bible says ADAM was created PERFECT. 
FTW gives us the “Life of Adam“ in the 
“New Creation." Does this HARMONICS with 
the last Quotation we gave from the 
Apostle - ? Re-check and See! Or is this 
“NEW LIGHT" something ABOVE the Bible?’ 
This Magician really hands us a Doozie! 
You have it • RIGHT NOW! “The Congrega
tion is HOLY - every one of them!" 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—0—0—0—o— o—o—o—o—o—o 
A thing that really astounds me - those 
who Fall for the ABACADABRA of the great 
Magician and Sooth-sayer: if what he 
teaches had a VESTIGE of Truth in it - 

in-the-place-of-OUR -FAILURE, our-UlRIGHTEOUS— would not the Citizenry COME-FROM-i'lILES 
NESS!...Thus is explained how FAITH takes- 
the-place-of-WORKS...It should enable us to 
CEASE from our own WORKS, 
GLES, and to enter Into calm, trusting, liv
ing FAITH in the merits, the OBEDIENCE/ the

16-(x'238.) TO THE DANIELLS BELIEVERS: " 
EC..♦ ‘‘Christ IMPUTES his PERFECTION and 

, RIGHTEOUSNESS to the believing sinner when "
•io does not CONTINUE in Sin, but’turns from 
? ■ -aggression to Obedience of‘the Commani-

. . RH A4U7. May 23,1899. FAITH‘I LIVE
■j -o»-o-o-o-o—o—o—o-o.'O—o-o-o BY, p.115.
The ABOVE contains "the whole matter of this 
Message" - NOT what A .G .DANIELLS fabricated! 
0—0»O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0 
A .G .DANIELL S FABRICATION:
“The LAW requires OBEDIENCE...How can such 
demands be met by FAITH - INSTEAD-OF-BY- 
WORKS?...God accepts Christ’s RIGHTEOUSNESS

to Gape at these DEMI-GODS? Woukh’t blue 
Lights be coming out’of their Ears - ? 

EFFORTS, and STRUG- Or wouldn’t their Teeth look like Azurites
- Amethysts - or Chrysolites - or at 

  least resemble PEARLS? Or if.this great
RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ. These-we-may-present "CHANCE" does not effect the BODY - but

only the "NEW MIND" - “NEW HEART" - "NEW 
LIFE" - "THE VERY LIFE OF CHRIST" - "THE 
VERY LIFE OF ADAM" - would not then the 

•THINKING be so DIVINE - the ORATORY so_ 
utterly PERFECT - that people would be” 
attracted BY THE SCORE to LISTEN to them?

Or let’s put it another way, could 
this Tempest take place in a Tea-Pot? 
This was a person utterly UNABLE to do' 
Right, be Right, or act* Right. This per
son was Mean, Ugly, Horrible, Vengeful, 
Hateful, Jealous, out to Steal, Poison, 
Rape,- Murder, Stab, and Kill - could not 
keep the LAW! Could not be CONTROLLED. 
Actually, the Picture he draws of the 
Old “YOU" - your Old Carnal “NATURE" - 
is a Picture of a Raving LUNATIC MANIAC!

WRIGHT MIRACLE’
And now - just now, this Minute, Instanta
neously - there is this "CHANGE," Now 
you arb Divine, Loving, Kind, Considerate 
of the Rights of others, Appreciative of 
all the Blessings and Privileges of God, 
you Speak no Evil, full of Faith, Hope, 
and Charity. Everything Good about Christ, 
YOU-HAVE-IT! For you have "the very LIFE 

• of Christ." - “He HAS to GIVE it to you, 
He is PLEDGED to do IT J" So you have' the 
"IT" - all of "IT" - you have the very 
"RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD" - "LIVING STREAMS 
OF RIGHTEOUSNESS" and of "IT" - !

YOUR NEIGHBOR.'

to-God-in-the-H/ACE«of-oiir<“FZJLURES(The 
A .G .DANIELLS soiling Of "ABSOLUTION" - his 
book - COR 18-20. 1941. This is what you 
get from the SDA SEMINARY - the same’as 
from BABYLON. There is no Difference.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
"No one, not even God, can carry us to. 
Heaven unless we make the necessary EFFORT 
on our PART...unless you PRACTICE thesd' 
TRUTHS it will avail you NOTHING .»T5:3451 
“...a PRUNING process-is NECESSARY." 344. 
0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0* 
"As Jesus was CRUCIFIED, so I saw that these 
Messages have been CRUCIFIED.'And as the 
Disciples declared that there was SALVATION 
in no other name under Heaven, given among 
men; so, also, should the Servants of God 
Faithfully and FEARLESSLY declare that those . 
who embrace but a PART Of the TRUTHS con
nected with the Third Message must"gladly 
embrace the First, Second and Third Messages 
AS—GOD—HAS—GIVEN—THEM, or have ND PART nor 
LOT in the matter." SG 1:75. EW 188,261. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
"They pray SANCTIFICATION, sing SAKCTIFI- ■ 
CATION, and shout SANCTIFICATION. ..Their 
consciences are SEARED ...There is NO BIBLE 
SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a PART 
of the TRUTH behind them...SANCTIFICATION 
is NOT the work of a moment, an hour, or a 
day. It is a continual GROWTH in Grace .1 v 
...there is no point to which we can come 
and say we have fully ATTAINED. "Not as though  
I had already ATTAINED, either werd already now that you are Back from the Wright* 
PERFECT: but I follow AFTER." TI:34^. ’

Guy that FTW Paints!)



THE TESTIMONIES speak of these very *" 
Doctrines* and of those who hold them** 
and they say this Is: "A REFORMATION from 
BAD to WORSE,*1 "...for those who* PROFES
SED a CHANGE of HEART, had only wrapt 
about them a Religious GARB, which COVERED 
up the Iniquity of a WICKED HEART. Some 
APIEARED to have been really Converted, 
so as to Deceive God’s people| but if* 
their HEARTS could be SEEN, they would 
appear AS BLACK AS EVER.*1 FT 22. Al:9. 
Uni I am Sorry to add these words* but 
these Words are there: "...for the Time 
for their Salvation is PAST,1* Aug.1849.) 
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0

17-(-238.) THE MAGICAL ACT OF FTW - J 
Your Neighbor knows this is True of you - 
’■<? .mows it only too well. He KNOWS you by 
'our FRUITS. He’s had*to Lock up his Lawn- 

1'1' wer and his Daughter, to keep them away 
la you! But after the Wright Meetings he 

names casually over for some matter. And 
here your eyes Gleam with SANITY’ You are 
'’made Whole!" You have the "very Life of 
Christ!" The "New Nature of ADAM!" You say: 
"Excuse me!" "I beg your Pardon!" "Thank 
you!" "The Pleasure is all mine!" "I hope 
all is well with you!" "Be my Guest!" 

Don’t let me tell you the Difference! 
Imagine it for yourself! The CONTRAST he 
draws of the old "YOU" and the all-new "YOU!" CONTRARY TO THE VOICELESS PROPHECY:

When KD&A passed the Boundary of Hope - 
they stood with Censors in their hands - 
PROFESSED RELIGION right to the Ground 
opening up! After JUDAS betrayed the 
Innocent Blood - he "sought REFENTAICE" 
with "Many Tears." So did ESSAU.

Those who Worship in the first Apt. 
after Probation is over - go from "Sea 
to Sea seeking the Lord - but they shall 
not find Him." And contrary to the Bunk* * 
that you will Hear in any Adventist Church 
come next Sabbath or~any other Sabbath - 
that in the so-called: "PURIFICATION" in 
the "SEALING TIME" - all the Bad Eggs go 
OUT of the Laodicean Basket, down to the* 
Local Saloon, eat Pork, lose all Interest 
in Religion - do I have* to PROVE and* 
DOCWMENT by quoting your Great Men, your 
Mighty Men, your Top-Brass - to TROVE 
this is what they Teach - ? Is this not 
the MAIN reason* and for many the ONLY 
reason to REMAIN in that Church no matter 
what they do - ? Because "if Adjustment 
id needed at the Head of the Work - GOD 
will take care of it????"

YES HE WILL’ * ‘
But in a slightly different way than your 
Big-Wigs paint it. EZEKIEL 9 - the SEAL
ING is over, and the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS 
FOLLOW the SEALING ANGEL - and they are 
Commissioned to "SMITE" and "SLAY UTTERLY" 
all who do not have the "MARK." And just 
WHERE do they FIND them - ? And just 
WHERE do they "COMMENCE?" In the Saloon?

It even tells you the SERMON that 
Preacher will be Preaching. "THE LORD... 
IS TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN 
JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE & SAFETY" is the ’ 
Cry from...These DUMB DOGS that would not 
Bark...ALL perish TOGETHER."!5:2ll.

"PRESTO’" "CHANGO!" "ABACADABBRAj" You are 
a "NEW CREATION!" Not a VESTIGE of the Old 
Man left at all! This he Repeats over and 
over and over again, so that YOU believe it! 
(QUESTION: does ANYONE ELSE believe it???) 
This is the Acid-Test - not what YOU say - 
but what OTHERS say! In the Days of the 
Apostles - when the Holy Ghost fell -"their 
LANGUAGE CHANGED, the greatest Miracle WAS 
NOT the capacity to Speak in FOREIGN LANGU
AGES - but the Depth of Thought! The Holy 
Spirit bringing to mind Divine Truths to 
fit the needs of the Moment - so that people 
came FOR MILES AROUND TO LISTEN’ Did you 
read THAT in the Writings - ?

Does this Neighbor of yours go home 
breathless with Surprise, clutch his Wife 
by the Arm, and say: "CO^® AND SEE!" She 
still has Black and Blue marks where you 
pinched her, she is not about to get too 
Close to you again! But she Risks it - comes 
over, and LISTENS with ASTONISHMENT.’ The 
Bible says they "LISTENED"* with "ASTONISH
MENT!" Has anyone come over to LISTEN to 
the WIGHT-DEVOTEES - ? Or can you only find 
HOLY-ROLLER FENTECDSTS or OCCULT-SPIRITUAL
ISTS to appreciate this "Message" that is 
nothing less than: "I AM SAVED!" The Wine 
of Babylon come into the Church! Truly a * 
"REFORMATION from BAD to WORSE!" "If their 
HEARTS could be* seen - they would appear 
as BLACK as ever!" FT 22. RH AI:9. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o 
Can you give me the name of ONE who will 
Affidavit a Paper (without twisting his 
arm or BRIBING him to do it!) - that will 
Testify to this "GREAT CHANGE" - ? And if 
you cannot produce ONE who sees ANY differ
ence - what is all this Hot-Air all about? 
What do the Testimonies say • ?



be Saved
Lot -

of God 
vate the Senses

A MESSAGE OF WARNING.
"TO MEDICAL ’''MISSIONARIES.. .have changed 
Leaders...have been Beguiled...They*" 
are Strangers to God.. .without severe 
Chastisement...will NEVER break'the 
SPELL...THE'TAODICEAN'MESSAGE... a 
MESSAGE from He aven... PRETENTIOUS PIETY 
IS NAUSEATING...“TKNOW THY WORKS.11... 
AFFLICTION will come.,.Unless you CHANGE 
..."I will TURN and OVERTURN,” saith " 
the Lord...They HATE the TESTIMONIES...

' AT THIS TP®.
“At this Time, when WICKEDNESS is at 
its height, MINISTERS of the Gospel are 
crying, “PEACE & SAFETY”. Upon those 
whose Minds are thus set at REST - 
SUDDEN DEDUCTION COKETH. UNPREPARED, 
they shall not Escape.” B2:I8-23.

“There never will be a Time in the*’ 
History of the Church when God fs worker 
can fold his hands and be at ease, say
ing, “All is PEACE & SAFETY.” THEN it 
is that SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometH.”TM 
O«~O—O—O—O—O—O—O—Or O—O—0—0—O 407.
From the above Quotations we read the 
Words: “UNPREPARED" and “PEACE & SAFETY” 
that these are “DIP© DOGS” that will 
not Bark"- “SUDDEN DESTRUCTION” comes*"* 
upon them and those who Listen to them.

”“I AM SEVED”
“...PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of "all 
SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most 
INCURABLE. ..should NEVER be taught’to 
say OR TO FEEL that they are SAVED. 
This is MISLEADING... “I AM SAVED”..T ’ 
They are UNPREPARED.” COL 154-5. AI:65. 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—o-o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Instead of Solemn APPRECIATION for seek
ing and finding these Precious WARNINGS, 
instead of passing them on - some turn 
and Rend us by the Statement: “THERE IS 
NO FOOD” in the Hoehn Research Library 
Reports! Work that has taken a Life- 
Time. Meeting the Creeps and the Harlots 
that want and practice “LOVE” - and be
cause of which they will FAIL to make 
the “NEEDED PREPARATION.” And this is 
speaking of the “FORNICATORS” who have 
taken over “CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS” 
which means: “I AF? SAVED-SINLESS-HOL?.« 
Because the presumed “LOVE” and “GRACE”* 
of God will “COVER A MULTITUDE" of their 
Worst Sins! So they make “NO EFFORT" 
to Overcome, and this leaves"them
“WITHOUT SHAME” EZEKIEL 36:26 has the *• 
“NEW HEART” and verse 31 has some “SHAME• 

. (Also 32.) See SHAMELESS! TM 426-447.

IS- (^238.) WHEEZING THEIR LAST! ~~ 
Old Maxwell - just before he"Wheezed his" 
Last, took shaky Pen in hand -'and tried 
to out-do BABYLON about the Babylonish 
“CHRIST” to come to Earth as a “HEALER” 
and go into the LUNATIC ASYLUMS and “HEAL” 
them there! Thus what they consider their 
“LAST” Message (l believe it is ’their LAST 
Message! “GOD IS TOO MERCIFUL./.THESE DUMB 
DOGS that would not Bark..!”) try to out-do 
BABYLON in “LOVE” and “CHARITYJ“ Try to 
follow after "them, and inculcate the TRUTH 
about the 144,000 and the “FEW”'that will

- “AS IT WAS in the Days of Noah, 
so shall it bo;“

SPIRITUALISM!
“LOVE is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE 

PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES capti- .
...IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, in their 

own Strength - TO BREAK AWAY from the... 
SPELLf/them that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS. 
...To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they 
speak not according to this Word, it* is be
cause there is NO LIGHT IN THEM0”GC 558-9.
O—O—O— 0—0—0—0—Of"’O«O—0”0—0—O'-'O—O—0—o—o—o— o—0 
“...only the LOVE which is shown by WORKS 
is counted GENUINE.« GC 487. “SATAN.'., 
secures MULTITUDES...by the silken Cord of 
AFFECTION.« GC 597.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-'O-O-O-O-O-O-b-O 
Yes - that Adventist' Preacher has been tell
ing us for a LONE Time - that when the 
WORLD or the NATIONS say: “PEACE & SAFETY” 
that then: “SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH J” 

“AID THEY SHALL NOT ESCAPE!” * "* 
“THE MESSENGERS...“Behold, the Bridegroom 
cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him!"'Many* who'" 
near the MESSAGE - by far the greater num-’ 
her - will not credit the Solemn Warning... 
MINISTERS will WARN the people~WOT TO'LISTEN 
to them. NOAH received the same Treatment,,.

“CO?® WHEN IT MAY, the Advent of Christ 
will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS who are 
saying, “PEACE & SAFETY,” “all things con
tinue as they were from the Beginning.” 
(FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE MOVEMENT - there 
has been no FALLING AWAY - so say the FALSE 
“TEACHERS.”) Thus saith the Word of Inspi
ration, “SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM" 
...it comes to THEM as a prowling' Thief... 
without delay secure OIL.. .OIL.. .represents 
CHARACTER...Those who are "DO-WTHIPGS" NOW 
will have the superscription upon them, 
“Thou art weighed in the Balances, and. art 
found WANTINGThey knew their Master’s 
will, BUT DID IT NOT."..they will be LEFT " 
with those they did not TRY to Save.“TM 233-7
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‘’Fred Wright never has claimed 
“Fred Wright never has claimed 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE DEVIL*S LIE - STRAIGHT FROM HELLp 
"Fred Wright never has claimed you did 
not* have the Human nature...you have a 
clam tight shut mind." Klacena Ferguson. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 —0—0 -0—0—0—0—0— 0—0 —0—0 
GOD^S TRUTH ABOUT WHAT FTW TEACHES! "* 
Fred Wright never taught anything else! 
This is the Hub,* the Soul, the Essence • 
of his Hypnosis. This is ANOTHER one that 
was in a State of Hypnosis under the

• “YAHWEH" deception. Also gave DRUGS to 
patients and following Doctorrs orders** 
LIED to them about what"the Drug was *• 
finally became so energetic in her LYING 

__1_ ___ ___  __ ZZ_ZZ7Z' ZI3-
OWN LIES! So perhaps she also believes 
her above outright LIE <• ! "Birds of a 
Feather flock together.® "You will know* 
a Doctrine by the people that accept it.11 
She went by B'TRESSIONS - SIGNS ** OPENS ** 
to reject the Teachings of AF - instead 
of using her INTELLIGENCE! If he walked 
past her without speaking to her ** this 
was the "SIGN" that his Doctrine‘was

* ! A clam tight shut Mind! 
0“ O —0 —O— 0 — O *"*0 —O —O —O "“0 —O — 0—0—0 —0—0—0 —O — 0 
SO FRED WRIGHT'OF ‘AUSTRALIA -

.never has claimed you DID NOT HAVE 
THE HUMAN NATURE «» (Klacena Ferguson,) 
0«0».0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

DOCUT-ENTED EVIDENCE:
"The*erasing of sin is the blotting of 
it from bur NATURES so that we shall know 
it no more...have no more conscience of*'* 
sin'because the way of sin has gone from 
them. Their iniquity may be sought'for*’ 
but it will not be found. It is forever 
GONE from them. It is FOREIGN to their 
NEW NATURES." E.J.WAGGONER. R&H. Sept. 
30,1902. ...the sinful LIFE, the carnal 
NATURE, the evil propensity,* the CHARAC
TER of SATAN in him, that had been cruci
fied and taken OUT of the way...When a 
soul is born again, the old NATURE is 
CRUCIFIED with Christ aid he becomes a 
NEW CREATION...in the words of A.T.JOhES 
..<5then the work is COMPLETED and the 
SEAL of the living God is placed upon’ 
that CHARACTER,® GCB No.17. A.T.JONES. 
...Christ longs to see His own image 
there and He will* give the enemy NO OP
PORTUNITY to return again. JUST SO ‘SURE
LY as He takes away the CLD LIFE

19-(^238.) THE SHAW.ESS HEART!
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

KLACENA FERGUSON -.......
I have a Letter hero that I must return - 
so I will take a few notes*hero because it 
is on the Subject* A Sister wrote to KF - 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-b-o-o-b 
When FTW came to America ho tried to hold 
his Poolings in -the Home of this Lady. But 
they were Wise to him - and Refused. So he 
went over to Klacena Ferguson^s. This is 
the Background for this Letter: 
"Dear Klacena? . . 2/8/71.

...You mentioned RH going to EB 
...Out of the frying pan into the firo! But 
all I can hope is that she will hop out of 
the fire quickly enough to SAVE HER SOUL. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 that sho said she came to BELIEVE HER 
NOTATION at this point by KF - “Worry about 
your Soul!” 
0—0^0— o— o— o—o—0—o«o—o-b-o-0—o—o—0—o—0—o—o—o 
(Continuation of Letter to KF)-
”Sister - as long as you/ve got tho*human 
nature, ybu?ve got the’devil to subdue, and 
tho sooner its realized the bettor, and he 
is going to be around* until the * judgment at 
least. He Ts pretty carnal too.V.as will*be 
seen before the contest is over. Don!t dream, WRONG 
Timos too short for that, 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
NOTATION at this point by KF )- 
”OflK. just keep him in your heart.” 
0-0—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—0—o—b« o—o^o—o—0—0—o—o—o—o 
(Continuation of Letter to KF )-** 
“With faith that believes in works of 
obedience to God not nature, not any kind 
of nature within man. (from California.) 
0—0—0^0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
NOTATION at this point by KF )- 
“This last statement has no connection with 
F .W.Teachings. Fred Wright never has claimed 
you did not have the Human nature I would 
bay you are in a lot hotter Frying Pan than 
RH is...You still have not read Fred Wright 
literature or you have a clam tight shut* 
mind.” from "LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" - KF. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—6—0—0—b—o—0—0 
This is an Example of the Abuse we are asked 
to Face. Usually no DOCUP/ENTED PROOF - just 
a Statement made bn the Witches 2 Sabbath• 
"Fred Wright never has claimed you did not 
have the Human nature...You still have not 
road Fred Wright literature or you have ’a 
ci°m tight nhmt mindo" KLACENA FERGUSON. 
0—-Q—0c'0’*‘0‘r,0a“0'“0r*0—O'"O” 0—0—O—O—O—o—o—o—o—o—o 
"Fred Wright never has claimed........!!!!"



2O-(^238.) THE CLAM TIGHT SHUT MIND.
: the W LIFE does not come in to SHARE with 

the OLD LIFE keeping it at bay. It comes in 
only AFTER the eradication of the OLD LIFE 
..OA11 too many, we fear, are looking for- 

• ward 'to some great work to "be" done in tho* 
FUTURE which will fixe them from the power 
of sin in the LIFE 0 Thls'^is-a-most-dahgcrous. 
position*»to—take for no such great work will 
be done in the FUTURE when the FULLNESS of 
the CLEANSING...is available•RIGHT NOW...

’’They are not to look forward, thinking 
that at some FUTURE time a great WORK is to 
be done for them;' for the WORK is now COM- 

' jFLETE.w-SM 1:394-5, (Quoted byFTWJ
O—O—G—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O 
We pause here to show how a Quotation can 
be lifted out of Setting - and surrounded 
by his own words - to make the Quotation

■ teach anything'he wants it to. Very FEW in
deed will see through this, mainly because 
they do not WAFT tej Because throughout 
BABYLON people LIKE to believe they are 
WONDERFUL DEMI--&ODS « and Adventists are 
just as HUMAN as they are, so they LIKE to 
be ELEVATED, and believe that THEY' are 

" "COMPLETE!" What then do we do with 1,00(1 
other Texts and Quotations that say: “There 
is NONE righteous « NCUNOT-ONE I”.

And other Statements that show that 
Christ only is "COMPLETE" and the best we 
can do is to "STRIFE AFTERe«

What is the’ Answer - did you'say' - ? 
Look at one Word above* find the Word: 

’' “for" - hot “in" - but "for."
A Work done “IN" them in the*‘FUTURE~is - 

one thing, A Work done “FOR" .them in" the 
FUTURE - - is’ quite another. What do we Mean? ’

Consider this in the Setting of the Jew, 
Has Christ come-- ? Is it PAST - ? Or is 
there a great “WORK" to be done in the 
’’FUTURE" - ? The Messiah we look for - ? 
No, my Jewish friend - FORGET that - the 
“WORK" is how “COMPLETE*® Not IN you -.FOR 
you| Do you Understand - ? Tho Work OUTSIDE, 
of you - FOR you, has been DONE, * it is 

’ COMPLETE! Do not Look for a great Work to.’ 
be done FOR you, it was DONE at. the Cross, 

But now comes YOUR, turn -' this Work 
must be now done IN you, and make no mistake 
about it - SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a 
LIFETP'E, All' such Perplexities vanish if 
we’ come as a little Child, If we are NOT so 

’ ‘Stuffod«Shirt as to'THINK so well of-’qvftH .. 
selves - we would have NO TROUBLE with such 
QUALIFIED, LIMITED, SPECIFIC STATEMENTS.

You see how much Time and' Space and' 
Thought must go into correcting the* ' 
FALSE-TLS-LEADING of the Sooth-sayers, 
the Smooth-as-Butter Prophets*who minis
ter to the CARNAL yet IN their Sins - * 
and tell them they are riot J Surely they 
will pay MONEY for THAT! But I am very 
Glad to Know that such will be Tormented 
“10 Timos MORE than their Followers."’ 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o See EW 282.
MORE LIGHT ON THIS SUBJECT:
God the Father accepted the Offer'of 
God the Son to Die for a Rebellious 
Race. Angels offered to Die for us - 
but it required a God. It is in this 
Sense - and in this Sense only - that 
no “WORK" that we can “DO" will ATONE 
for our Sins or anyone else!s. This 
ROMANISM needs to Learn - so"the NUNS, 
MONKS, FRIARS, PRIESTS - need not take 
"OATHS" of POVERTY-PENNANCE-SILENCE- 
to "ATONE" for themselves or others,

■ No, no! It is FAITH in the BLOOD -"it 
is ONLY THAT J This in no way cahcells 
out tho need to KEEP the LAW! Keeping 
tho LAW will not' PAY-THE-PRICE - but 
BOTH aro required! YOUR Sacrifice plus 
Christ:s Sacrifice. “Take up thy Cross, 
and-follow' Me."

Now turri'and study the Quotation 
-Fred Wright massacres and see if it 
does not Teach just what we have set 
forth. Under the Title of "JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH" - SM 1:389*396. ~

"Genuine FAITH will be manifested 
in good WORKS, for good'WORKS are the 
FRUITS of FAITH." SM 1:397. “By their' 
FRUITS yo shall KNOW them." Never mind 
your Vain PAGINATIONS and Foolish TALK
ACTIONS speak LOUDER than WORDS, "Wh‘6re‘ 
FAITH is - good WORKS appear." SM 1:398, 

0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
KLACENA FERGUSON - as we come back to 
WRIGHT - does this man have a “HUMAN" 
Nature - ? By this Kind of Talk:

"...not at all the SAME PERSON... 
but a DIFFERENT PERSON altogether. A 
person SO COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, a person 
SO TRANSFORMED in very NATURE, that that 
SIN will find no place in our lives AT 
ALL... Now perhaps NOWHERE (quite Right! 
in no Bible and in no Testimonies!) 

..NOWHERE is this BETTER described than 
in. ./“The Consecrated Way to Christian 
Perfection" by Alonzo T. Jones (Blah J 
and More Blah!) from "ACCEPTABLE CONFES— 
SION" by F.T.WRIGHT.



2l-(#238.) KLACENA FERGUSON & HUMAN NATURE! 
THE DOCTRINE OF WRIGHT:
"Go your way KNOWING that you are a NEW' 
CREATION." p.38. "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION." 
(No, I do not think that God will’accept 
that Kind of "CONFESSION" — puffed up’ in 
their Fleshly Minds « wanting OTHERS to Bow 
before them and ADMIT they are "DIVINE!" 
Or, like the spirit’of ROME «“ they 'will put 
you on the Rack - or th© Stake; You'can 
’’CONFESS!" they do not have to’4 not after 
reading the Clap-Trap of Wright.
MORE DOCUMENTED CLAP-TRAP:
"The Message in Action...The whole point & 
purpose of the Message of Living Righteous
ness is to produce ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PEOPLE 
...if the message has really CHANGED your 
very NATURE. Are you finding that you can 
Love ALL men in spite of what they DO to you 
..•?...So let us have it forever SETTLED in 
our minds that it is not a matter of the 
LEAST CONCERN to‘us HOT WE ARE TREATED..." 
p.7-9. April, 1968. CfW)
0 — 0 — O— 0—0O n C ■■ • O ■ ’ O®-' O— 0 =*■ 0—0' “ 0 o — 0 •* O — O— O •“ O — O •“ O 

Thon why did YOU « backed by the Witness of 
C.J .MORGAN « ELLIS HUNTER - IAN CAMERON - 
threaten the MONTREAL, Canada group with 
COPYRIGHT LAW - ? If you have that "NATURE" 
of Christ - if you "LOVE ALL PEN IN SPITE “ 
OF WHAT THEY DO^TO YOU...it is not a matter 
of the LEAST CONCERN to us HOW WE ARE TREAT
ED." (TALK is CHEAP - but ACTION speaks 
LOUDER than CHEAP WORDS; All we can see" is 
a "CLAM TIGHT SHUT MIND.® Total disregard” 
of how they. Insult others with their brazon 
Self-Righteousness! If the Montreal group 
were DEVILS - why did you not use your own 
Formula? You "CANNOT FIGHT THE'DEV IL J" just 
AB AC ADABRA. and "Turn him over to Christ!" 
Why not "STAND STILL and in calm, trusting 
SILENCE WAIT for the Lord to SOLVE the 
whole situation.® peI7. April’, 1968.)
q*o—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—0—0 —0—0—0 
The Picture thdse people draw"of a Christ 
or a Christian who is entirely UNMOVED and 
"LOVE ALL MEN EVERYWHERE" - “in spite’of 
what they do to you" - is NOT a Picture of 
a HUMAN BEING with a HUMAN NATURE - nor is 
it the Nature of God, His Son, or the Angels 
in Heaven! It is Characterizing something 
LOWER than a BEAST - something CREEPING on 
its Belly - without FEELING or EMOTIONS” - 
worse than an Inmate of an Insane Asylum! 
-Lovd all men everywhere!" the Song’and 
Da’ice’ of the Ecumenical Babylonians. "No 
matter what they do to you." Lower than ' ' _ 
an unfeeling Moron.

"Professing themselves to be WISE', they 
became FOOLS. And changed the Glory of 
'the uncorruptible God into an IMAGE 
made like to CORRUPT ABLE KUN, and to 
BIRDS, and fourfooted BEASTS, and CREEP
ING THINGS." Romans 1:22,23. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0A0-0-0-0-0 
Only some sort of a LIZARD, or CROCODILE, 
with COLD FISH EYES - could be expected 
to have KO RESPONSE (let alone “LOVE ’») 
“NO-MATTER-TOiAT-YOn^DO-TO-THEMJ®

In my experience - these people who 
claim to’be "DEAD" are only “DEAD*'In 
trespasses and Sins" - and are very 
much ALIVE in defense of dear proud and’ 
haughty SELF! They learn well from their 
Master - if you do not go along with’” 
Wright -‘he calls you "ANTICHRIST!“p.6. 
Juno, 1968. "This is the’spirit of the 
ANTICHRIST...POSSESSED...of that EVIL 
SPIRIT.come to our SENSES,"p.5,16. 
July, 1968, What happened to "LOVE them 
no matter what they DO - ?"
O—Or',Or'Or"O—O—O—0—0—0—0—o—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—0 

A Christian should "LOVE ALL MEN EVERY 
WHERE?" I can only think of a HARLOT that 
would TRY to do that! "NO MATTER WHAT 
THEY DO?" and THIS is handed us as the 
"Nature" and "Character" of "God" - ? 
No wonder the FOOLS called: "FOOLISH 
VIRGINS" will FAIL because they did not 
Understand the “CHARACTER"’of God! COL 
4II(420)o Listened to too many "LOVE
SLOBBER" Sermons.

Several Adventist writers, including 
Brinsmead •* have gone into Insane Conjec
ture about’'God "loving all men every
where" no matter what’they do.’Well',"‘now, 
you know - thatrs kind of ”a Surjprise to 
me. I seem to Remember something about 
a FLOOD, and something about "THE BURN
ING WRATH’OF GOD, in the seven Last 
Plagues.,,in the Day of SLAUGHTER." EW 
44* I see the Mountains here - STRIPPED 
of their fertile SOIL - the bare ROCKS- 
the SKELETON of . the Earth”EXPOSED as a 
Result of the WRATH of God! So where is 
this "UNFEELING" God of yours - ? I won
der if such a Doctrine is supposed to 
cause people to have more RESPECT for 
GOD and for His LAW - or DISRESPECT - ? , 
". ♦ .the coming STORM OF WRATH.. ."Destruc
tion is coming like a mighty Whirlwind." 
EW' Z8~9©

UNFEELING CHRIST? "...that dreadful 
FROWN;" EW 76, "...in the Spirit and 

(EW 155)**Power of ELIJAH...herald the Day of WRATH"



u
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P,9. May, 1969.

22-(-238.) FALSE”PROPHETS vs TRUE PROPHETS. 
”It has always been a characteristic of 
FALSE PROPHETS that they see Visions of 
PEACE; and they will be saying “PEACE & 
SAFETY” when sudden destruction comes upon 
-HEM. The TRUE will boldly REPROVE sin an! 
WARN of coming WRATHFW 139.

ARE THE ANGELS WEEDING? “ ~ 
’’The Angels who hovered over the scene of 
Christas crucifiction were-’moved-to-INDIG- 
NATION.” EW 177. “All Heaven was moved with 
INDIGNATION.” EW 215. “I saw that the Heaver*. 10 SOLID YEARS, 
ly Host' were filled with INDIGNATION at this 
bold work of Satan.” EW 220.

“The Ministers preach SMOOTH things*to 
suit CARNAL PROFESSORS. They dare not preach 
Jesus and the cutting Truths of the Bible; 
for if they should, these. CARNAL‘PROFESSORS 
would not REMAIN in the Church..cTheso SMOOTH “ 
things originated with SATAN and his angels. 
• • .Jesus' and all the Heavenly host looked 
with DISGUST upon the Scene.” EW 228.

“ALL Heaver, was filled with INDIGNATION.” 
EW 2460 “He A3HGRS the Prayers and Exhorta
tions of ’bhwpo..©Angels turn in DISGUST from 
the Scene.” EW 268 o

“Their profession, their prayers, and 
their exhortations are an ABOMINATION in the . have any “HUMAN NATURE!”) 

sor® people HAVE DEGREES - 
BS - « 
MS ' 
PHD —

sight of God a. ©Je mis and the Angels look 
upon them in ANGER.. ©are to DRINK of the 
WRATH of God.,©God will restrain His AxNGER 
but little longer0 His WRATH BURNS against 
this Nation and especially against the 
religious bodies.” EW 274-5. 
0-0'-0-0‘-0-0-'0^0-0-0-0-0-'0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0  
■Still WRIGHT figures that God’m'akes a' 
^loving appeal to (Satan).“ p.15. Jan.Feb. 
1966. (gah «. in) 
o»o*'0***o<**o—o**s0n*0s::,o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0 
REMEK'iBER - that “TEARS IN HIS VOICE” was ‘ 
NOT in the Original “STEPS TO'CHRIST” - 
I have the ORIGINAL « and* there is no such 
Statement, no such Chapter, that entire 
Chapter of “LOVE” is ADDED! Read the Book 
’WITHOUT' that first Chapter! ...
O«*O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O— o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
DO WRIGHT’S FOLLOWERS HAVE A “HUMAN NATURE?” 
IS THE FOLLOWING - “HUMAN” -???*’

“A NEW LIFE has been given you. It is 
the victorious, SINLESS LIFE of CHRIST' IN 
YOU...Never allow yourself to DOUBT for a 
single, moment that you have the PEW LJFE'CF 
GOD in your Soul. ..The LIFE of Christ is... 
ACTUALLY IN YGUC..AWAKE, TO RIGHTEOUSNESS*” 
p07-90 “AWARE 10 RIGHTEOUSNESS?” Dcc.1964.

("YE SHALL BE AS GODS J” tfAl$ THERE SHALL ‘WOMEN” ’    
ARISE MANY FALSE CHRISTS & SHALL DECIEVE MANY?) (FTW Rabid Ravings

«c'- * .1- " .i-SAK®."
• “Piled higher and Deeper.” 
‘ “ BS' - MS - PHD

In I964 came to America to “TOUR” the 
USA with the “LAST MESSAGE” for the SDA 
Church with Al Friend, his “VOICES” - 
his “APPARITIONS” - his declaration that 
Christ is his “PARTNER” and he is “EQUAL” 
with Christ! They went with “GOD’S GREAT 
TIME-CALENDAR*'‘that showed PROBATION over 
for SDA in 1964V It was AFTER this that 
he wrote (in 1965!) that he had not . 
“SINNED” for IO years! It was also AFTER 
this that ho wrote on HOW to Study

. “PROPHESY” - 7 « /.land if we ask only, 
“What does the Word say?” we cannot 
possibly go wrong.” p,9. May, 1969. 
(Enough to make a horse Vomit!)

O—O—O”O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0 
“You are the son of God and of man.•. 
You have the LIFE of Christ in you and 
you are to absolutely KNOW this..‘.must 
never allow DOUBT...creep into our Minds.” 
(l think. the only “CREEPING” being dons 
is to “CREEP” into the Homes Of “SILLY

with “ttetMessage J ) p.I4. Sept. 
Rabid Havings.) ' 1968.

“AND WHEN THEY SAY UNTO YOU - HERE IS 
CHRIST.... BEWE THEM NOT J" 

HERE IS CHRIST!
“Orly a MAN of RIGHTEOUSNESS can be a 
Teacher of RIGHTEOUSNESS...It’s now MY 
RIGHTEOUSNESS. (LIVING TEMPLE?) It’s now 
CHRIST IN ME, the Hone of Glory. ("GOD 
WITHIN” - PANTHEISM!) It’s HIS LIFE and ’ 
HIS SPIRIT in me. I’m trying to make"this 
as REAL as I can because it is REAL to 
me in my own experience and has been for 

?’ (HOLY FLESH!) p.3,20.
“FROM BOLDAGE TO DELIVERANCE.” (FTW) 

WHAT HIS BENIGHTED FOLLOWERS 
' IMAGINE -

“And they became VAIN in their IMAGINA
TIONS, and their Foolish HEART was DARK
ENED o” So Foolish'as to believe this s' 

...you will serve Sin"NO LONGER'and may 
this be your Experience henceforth and 
forever,” The “HURRAY’” ending of - 
“FROM BONDAGE TO DELIVERANCE.” (These 
people seem to have a one-track mind and 
seem to Think of nothing else! Must be 
a terrible SELF-RIGHTEOUS situation to 
willingly Fall into! No - if you are'in 
THAT MENTAL STATE - you surely do not



*
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23-(~ 23 8.) KLACENA FER.GUSON. ~ ~
We do not mention the NAMES of people who * 
uro not Leader's in a False Cause"- but after 
a False Time-Prophet comes on the Scene to 
CONTINUE leading astray ~ those who without 
Shame or Remorse continue to claim they and 
their Prophet wore RIGHT who caused the 
Loss of Souls by former False Theories - 
still stand in Stubborn defiance with a 
“CLAM TIGHT SHUT MIND3 - it is Time to do 
as the Bible Writers, and tho Original Testi
monies did - NAME THEM BY NAJ® - ! For they 
opened their Houses to Error - without Shame, 
so let them Face the Music now# In the Judg
ment they will have no place to Hide •

We now come to the final, full, and 
complete DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE that Wright 
DOES NOT Teach that he has a "HUMAN NATURE" 
among 100 other Statements wo close with: 

"YE SHALL BE AS CCDS" (FTW) 
" JESUS,.^was filled with the same DIVINE ‘ 
NATURE that any man may have if He will... 
There is a mighWJHANGE, but this is not in 
the Flesh but in the CARNAL NATURE..„he has 
the MIND of Christa..ahd‘^i^in--actual*F?iCT 
A-DTVINE-HtJMAN-BEING., ,Thus, between our 
origin on the human side and His origin on 
the human side, there<-is*»not-so-much-as-a- 
HAIRS-BRE.WTH-QF'-DTFFERENCE.. .EXACTLY-AS- 
WE-ARE..6COMILETELY-ONE«QF«US." p.5,15-6,-' ’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o~0‘-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o May, 1966,

EG?/ — — —
"AVOID every question in relation to the 
HUMANITY of Christ,.®guard strenuously every 
assertion,,0IT^IS'>*Af"MYSTERY'.. .and will ever 
•remain, a MYSTERY...let every "human being 
be WARNED. from the" ground of malting Christ 
(A GOD I) altogether HUMAN, such an* one as 
ourselves; F0Rv.IT-CANNOT-BE." QD 652, SDA- 
c^o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o BC 5:Il2S-9.

AWAKE NER
If ye "Shall be as Gods" - if you are a 
"DIVINE HUMAN BEING" * you are not HUMAN* ' 
but DIVINE] Period! The matter is settled! 
"Nothing Doubting!" The Life of'Christ! 
The Righteousness of God! You’ are a Divine 
human being! The’ Partner of Wright - Al 
Friend' of California - had Christ as his 
"Senior Partner J" (Keep up like that -* 
and He will' soon be the "Junior Partner!") 
He also had .HIMSELF as being "EQUAL" with 
Christi This is what attracted Wright - 
as Wright now but ECHOES those Doctrines.

0^0—O«r»O ’•O—O—0<’0"’'v):='0""0 -0r"0r~0‘^0“0“0~-O—O

LIVING TEMPLE - 
BRINSMEAD: "It is then that he, as the 
LIVING TEMPLE of God upon earth, becomes 
a CHANNEL of spiritual nourishment to 
those needing the Bread of Life...The 
CHRISTI AN then becomes the LIGHT of the 
World,.,the CHRISTIAN himself becomes 
an "ALTAR OF INCENSE" to" "those about him, 
...he INTERCEDES for them...The BELIEVER 
is the TEMPLE of the living God.., 

(After quoting JONES - 
the full Shot from the

.the JUDGMENT...Then he will be as 
SINLESS in the Flesh as Christ was SIN- 
LESS in the Flesh." (HOLY FLESH J) p.I49, 
169,199. BRIIJSFEAD’S “ETERNAL PURPOSE." 
0—0—C-O^O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—o 

THE "HOLY FLESH" DOCTRINE.
"A Repetition of Early Fanaticism...The 
Apostle Paul declares, "I know that in 
me (that is, in my Flesh,) dwelleth no 
good thing" (Rom.7:IS). To those who have 
tried so hard to obtain by FAITH so-cal
led "HOLY FLESH", I would say, You can
not obtain it. Not a soul of you has 
HOLY FLESH now. NO HUMAN BEING ON THE 
EARTH has HOLY FLESH, It is an IMPOSSI
BILITY. * ’

"If those who speak so ffeely'of 
PERFECTION in the Flesh, would see things 
in the true Light, they-would-recoil- “ 
with-Horror-from-their^pre sumptuous Ideas" 
..JLet this Phase of Doctrine be carried' 
a little further, and it will lead to "the 
claim that its advocates CANNOT-SIN,./ 
their ACTIONS are ALL HOLY, What a Door 
of Temptation would thus be opened!••• 
When human beings receive HOLY FLESH, 
they will not remain on the Earth." SM 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o—o 2:32—3• 
"With much that is Truth there is MINGLED 
Error that is accepted in its EXTREME 
meaning., .which will lead UNBALANCED 
MINDS to think that they have wonderful 
LIGHT." "SM 2:17,

".. .JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH, there 
will be EXTREMISTS...vehement expressions 
of FALSE RELIGIONISTS who make bold pre
tensions, who talk LOUD and LONG, saying, 
"I am HOLY, I am SINLESS. ..Amid the con
fusing cries, "Lo, here is Christ! Lo, 
there is Christ! will be borne a SPECIAL 
TESTIMONY, a SPECIAL MESSAGE of Truth?,.* 

SEI© FOR A FREE COPY of "THE OREN "DOOR" tract which Message is to be received, believed, 
by Al Friend, we have them, see p.7,8 - as and acted upon." SM 2:22,24*
Satan, he wants to go DIRECT to God! ; r



sees. They tried to reach out and TAKE

THE PHARISEES'.
’ The Pharisees stood there and Beat their 
Chests? sayings “We are GodTs chosen 
people! We have the RIGHT to Minister & 
to Teachi We are the ONLY ONES? We are 
Thy Brethren; The'Sons of God! Give us' 
Thy Blessing-? (Demand Demand - Demand!) 
Give us! Give us! Give usJ"

but they that are Sick®(Matt.9*12)• The 
INSOLENT Pharisees had an exalted idea of 
their owii PIETY and HOLINESS, while they 
were ready to pass censure on the lives of 
OTHERS.'..The Messages of these Last Days 
shall be written in Books? and shall be 
IMMORTALIZED, to TESTIFY AGAINST those who 
have ONCE rejoiced in the LIGHT, but who 
have been LED to give it up because of the 
SEDUCTIVE INFLUENCES of Evil.® SM 1:31-2.

“A violent exercise of the FEEI.JNGS.• • 
leaves you in a WORSE STATE than -you" wo re 
before. (From “BAD to WORSE® )..<>• 
CLOSE to the HEART of Jesus. THEN wo shall

thing you do not just reach out and TAKE! 
It has to be THERE - BEFORE you can TAKE 
it! The ELECTION is not on YOUR Part - ' 
but on the Part of the Giver of the Gift! 
Believe me - this is what the JEWISH 
CHURCH'.had to find out the HARD WAY! 
This is the Essence of the Battle that 

wo are brought took'place-between Christ and the Phari- 
 t   sees. They tried to reach out and TAKE

be CHARMED with His Loveliness, and DISGUSTED it - but it was not held out to them! 
with our own RIGHTEOUSNESS...

\ MARK THIS! ' ‘
}lThe Grace and Righteousness of Christ WILL 
NOT AVAIL for him who FEELS WHOLE, for him 
-who THINKS he :*s reasonably good, who is 
CONTENTED with, his own condition. THERE-IS- 
MMOCM^OR-^CHRIST, in the HEART, of him.'.. ' 
HUSKS of SELF-righteousness.” SM 1:108,328.

24-(*238.) FREEDOM FROM SIN. 
,r * cre can be no SELF -EXALTATION, no boast
ful claim to FREEDOM FROM SIN, on the part 
of those who walk in the Shadow of Calvary^s 
C.-’Othe claim to be without Sin...he 
wno makes-this claim is FAR-FROM-HCLY.,. 
the more RIGHTEOUS he appears in'his own 
eyes.” GO 471,473. SoP 4:300-302.

AFTER 1844 - 
“FANATICISM... jumping, 
They declared...they were ready for Trans
lation, , .Some who engaged in these Movements 
were-brought-to-their-right-mind,“and saw 
their Delusion. Some had been excellent ' 
Honest people, but they thought that Sancti
fied flesh could-not-sin, and thus they had 
been1 taken in Satan? s' TRAP. KcThoso sorely 
REPENTED, and some were afterward among our 
most reliable men and women FANATICISM,’ 
once started and left UNCHECKED, is as hard 
to quench as a FIRE which has taken hold of 
a Building.,nMAM-SUCH«M^^ 
AT-THI&-TIME .. cwith SUPERSTITIONFABLES.” 
O—0—O'^O—0—0‘"0‘-"0t’e0^0.(-"0—o EM. 204-5. 1901.

MARKED SIGNS - 
“Human reasoning and the IMAGINATIONS of 
the human HEART are undermining the Inspi
ration of the Word, of God, and that which 
should be received as granted, is surrounded 
with a Cloud of MYSTICISM. Nothing stands 
cut in clear and distinct lines, upon Rock 
Bottom. This is one the marked SIGNS of 
the Last' Days.” SM 1:15.

“They that be WHOLE need not a Physician,

“GIFT” "'
Some Stumble over the word: “GIFT.” They 
make the very Opposite use of the Word - 
from what was Intended.

If “RIGHTEOUSNESS” is a “GIFT” of 
God (SM 1:331) then the PRESUMPTUOUS are 
Quick to say: “Ah! You see? I HAVE it! 
I TOOK' it! It is MINE?”

Perhaps the Meaning is slightly DIF- 
dancin'g, and shouting, FERENT than you IMAGINE? You are actually 

DENYING that it is a GIFT! You are trying 
to make out that it is a RIGHT! by FORCE!

WORKS
They are actually DENYING it is a GIFT- 
trying to obtain it by WORKS? If there 
were a FORMULA, like a MAGICIAN - if I 
go’ to a certain SANCTUARY'fchurch)‘, go 
through the right Corridor (Baptism), come 
to'a Secret Door(Prayer), Abacadabbra a 
certain Set of Words(Magic), and then the 
Door of RIGHTEOUSNESS opens!

• WHO did it? YOU did it? Was it a 
GIFT? Certainly NOT - Under MAGIC the 
WORTHINESS of the PER SON-DOES-NOT-COUNT? 
It is your WORKS that COUNT? If you just 
take the right TURN, if you just' toss 
some SALT over your left Shoulder at the 
Full of the Moon - then the Great Genie 
has-no-choice-bui>to-Obeyl No matter what 
he may THINK of YOU? Your RIGHTEOUSNESS 
does not Count! This is not a GIFT? This 
is something Subject to DEMAND? This was 
by your own WORKS!

> A GIFT? ' .
But a GIFT! Ah! That is another matter! 
Contrary to the Thinking of most’ - a 
GIFT is not something that God or Christ 
HAS to give you - if you fulfill a certain 
Set of Rules; But a GIFT signifies some-'



means God is in Control

He WILL!" Yes - God has a WILL* It is 
the FOOLISH VIRGINS indeed that THINK 
their Salvation is CERTAIN - It is with 
great Surprise they find themselves: 
"SURPRISED, DISMAYED, OUTSIDE the ban
quet Hall" "in the empty street, "in'the 
Blackness of the Night.® COL 412,406* 
A "GIFT" is not held out to everyone - 
"FEW are Chosen!"

FAITH AND WORKS*
Right here is the distinction between 
FAITH and" WORKS. The Presumptuous Upstart, 
in his Carnal Security, puffed up in 
his fleshly Mind - comes and DEMANDS 
the "GIFT" - because of his “WORKS." 
That he DID! Whether it is his Notions 
of "PRAYER" that just HAS to be accept
able to God! Or his version of "DEEP 
REPENTANCE" - when he may not have Re
pented any more than did JUDAS! JUDAS 
had that very Idea! He DEMANDED to be 
one of the Disciples, he did hot WAIT 
tb be OFFERED the GIFT* He came to TAKE

' it in the Name of "FAITH!"

"I AM SAVED" is the PRESUMPTION of 
Billy Graham. "There are few to whom- 
you bring the Truth, who have not been 
Drinking of the Wine of Babylon. It is 
HARD for them to comprehend the Truth." 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o SM 1:405. 
THE THIRD ANGEL rS MESSAGE is: ‘"The Hour 
of HIS Judgment is come!" He will" JUDGE 
who deserves the "GIFTS!" "The Work of 
SEPARATION is given to the ANGELS of 
God, and NOT committed into the hands 
of ANY MAN." TM 47,234. SG 2:282.

Therefore the Presumptuous Upstart 
that comes with Promises of "HEALING" 
and "’TRACLES" and "FORGIVENESS" (if 
you join his Church!) FORGIVING any 
"MULTITUDES of Sins!" - this is the 

v ,-v spirit of JUDAISM, of ROMANISM, of
not meh of the Cloth!" APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM, of HEATHENISM, 

and PAGANISM*. With a set RITUAL.
PRESUMPTION.

You can recognize"PRESUMPTION as opposed 
to FAITH when they DEMAND, as Satan DE
MANDED - to be "EQUAL" with Christ! To 
DEMAND the "very NATURE' of Christ" - 
to actually Teach: ""Remember, God is 
ABSOLUTELY BOUND...Fulfill the' CONDITIONS 
...and the GIFT is CERT AIN." p. 5."AWAKE’ 

TO RIGHTEOUSNESS." FTW, "HE WILL DO U7’ 
HE IS PLEDGED TO DO IT." p.I3. Mar.1966.

GOD IS BOUND’
. My God is FREE to "Give to whomsoever

25-('-238.) THE PHARISEE AND THE GIFT! 
Christ told them: "Blessed are the POOR in 
spirit!" You Self-Righteous Prudes - you
DEMAND the Blessing, I will DIE - before I 
give it to you! "MANY are Called - but FEW 
ere Chosen" to receive the GIFT - the BLESS
ING. Here, I will Show you that I have the 
Power to CONTROL who receives and who re- 
cieves NOT I

That Pharisee that stood there and said: 
"I THANK THEE - LORD!" Ho had what they would 
call: "FAITH!" I judge myself, I love myself, 
I declare myself WORTHY! I will reach out 
and take that "GIFT" - it is mine by RIGHT!

And the Piaster said': nI am the Judge of 
THAT! Not YOU! And I turn FROM you. and give 
it to the PUBLICAN - the one you HATE with 
such PERFECT HATRED! I give My GIFTS and My 
BLESSINGS to FISHERMEN, :

Yes! The Warfare developed right on this 
Point! In the Days of Luther - and again in 
1888! That a GIFT 
and God judges WHO shall RECEIVE* It is KOT 
for the SELFGRIGHTEOUS RELIGIOUS-BIGOT to

• ob tain by DEMAND I This is JUSTIFICATION BY 
FAITH in a Nat-^iell! ’•

I do not always set forth things as I 
should. The above heeds Polishing, Refining, 
and Developing. Some will Polish sb Hard - 
there will ’be nothing Left. But the KEY is ' 
here. Unlock the Door of Knowledge with it. 
You know that the above is the Truth - 
develop the Theme yourself.

That a GIFT is not obtainable on DEMAND!
■ ■ as the foolish Awakening teaches. The Giver 

of GIFTS has the POWER of CHOICE' and the 
CONTROL to CHOOSE to GIVE to whomsoever HE 
will. It is His CHOICE - not YOURS! And the 
DEMANDERS are the very ones that will FAIL 
of receiving • it! "Tho Grace & Righteous
ness of Christ will-not^avail for him who

” FEELS WHOLE, for him who THINKS he is reason
ably Good, who is CONTENTED with his own 
Condition. There-is-no-room-for~Christ in 
the HEART of him who does not realize his' 
NEED." SM 1:328. "He that saith he is with
out Sin, is a LIAR - and the TRUTH is not in 
him!" POOR IN SPIRIT. ’

It is the True Understanding of this 
Important Point that will lead some to HESI
TATE in their Presumptuous DEMANDS, and show 
a bit more RESPECT for the Giver of Gifts!

. That He chooses - the CHOICE is HIS and His 
ALONE! Then, instead of saying: "I AM SAVED!" 
we may say: "What shall I DO - to BE’Saved?"

’ Quite a Difference - isn!t there???



ND-GREATER-DELUSION-CAN-DE-

I

After the Second Resurrection they will 
STILL have' the Idea that they can Wrest 
the Kingdom ••* take the City - by FORCE J 
With that spirit: “I will spew thee OUT 
of My Mouth!"

This is the True Meaning of "GIFTS”' 
and of Justification by Faith. Some for-

26-(77238.) JUDAS DEMANDED THE ’’GIFT!” 
The “HOLY FLESH" Adventists of INDIANA in 
1900 - and the “HOLY-ROLLERS” of our Day - 
which is now sleeping through the Colleges, 
work, themselves up into a Dither of unstable 
Excitement and "DEMAND” the “POWER” and the 
“GIFTS" of the Spirit! Because of their _ v  
"WORKS" - J Their "WORKS"' being^their earnest get to add: "in Christ?’ "Justification 

by Faith IN CHRIST."
If I am "SAVED" * I am a Laodicean ’ 

Pharisee and expect to be Saved by Faith 
"IN SELF!” In my Works. In my own car- 

. nal Security. Such will come Short of 
• the Mark of the High-Calling in Christ 
Jesus. Because their Vision of the 
Righteousness of Christ has been dimmed 
by the Sparks of men’s Kindling.

Develop this Theme - for this is 
the KEY to UNDERSTANDING of this per
plexing Problem. A "GIFT" is not Obtain
ed - on DEMAND!

“No man can look within himself and 
find anything"in His Character that 
will recommend him to God,’or make his 
acceptance SUREt" SM 1:332.

"But those who are WAITING to be
hold a MAGICAL' change in their Charac
ters withcut-determined-EFFORT on their 
part to Overcome sin, will be disappoint
ed." SM 1:336.

"Joy shall be in Heaven over one" 
Sinner that RFPENTETH, more than over 
ninety and nine-JUST persons, wh'ibh’ 
NEED NO Repentance." Luke 15’7. 339.

"With- Pharisaic PRIDE they have 
VAUNTED themselves•.•self-satisfied••• 
Christ c-a-n-n-o-t take up the names 
of those who are SATISFIED in their own 
self-sufficiency. He c-a-n-n-o-t impor
tune in behalf of a people who feel no 
need-of-His-help, who claim to know and 
possess everything." SM 1:358.
O-O-O—O—O—0-0—0-0-0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—o 
BEFORE THE FLOOD - they mocked Noah be
cause the "LOVE' OF GOD" would not per
mit Him to Destroy such an Upright 
people. Noah was declared a "MAD-MAN" 
because he did not appreciate their 
perverted Version oi* the "LOVE OF GOD" 
it was this misunderstanding of the 
CHARACTER of His Righteousness * that 
caused them to be "RECKLESS"” and gd tu

"PRAYERS" - their presumed "REPENTANCE"" - 
while they hold to ERRORS as BLACK as Hell! 
Something that you can DEMAND - is NOT a 
"GIFT!" We are Warned from the Ground up 
about DEMANDING the POWER! for we may get 
a POWER indeed * especially so if” wo expect 
it from the First Apartment'! EW 56O

Yes, indeed. I think some will’have to 
go Back - and Start all over again. And 
show a bit more RESPECT for the LORD of the 
UNIVERSE, in His Majesty and Power will de- :- 
cide the Fate of men and the Mandate to go 
Fortho Do not come as a Spoiled Brat - 
DEMANDING the CANDY - the REWARD'! He turned 
from the DEMADDERS - to mon who* made no 
Public Confession AT ALL! Fishermen! He 
informed the DEMANDERS - "The HARLOTS and 
PUBLICANS' go into the Kingdom - BEF ORE YOU J" 

"Other Women were shown me... She was 
exalted in-her own eyes.. .I saw her point
ing-to her RIGHTEOUSNESSc>.LIKE THE PHARI
SEE .. .“GOD, I THANK THEE!"... "Everyone that 
EXALTETH himself shall be ABASED: and he 
that HUMBLETH himself shall be EXALTED."..*, 
"Because thou sayest, I AW RICH...When poor 
Mortals, howver high their PROFESSION, be
come JUST in their own eyes, THEN-JESUS- 
LEAVES-THEM to be Deceived in regard to 
themselves..* 
CEIVE-THE-HUl'fAN-MND...a Theory of METHO
DIST SANCTIFICATION...It WHITEWASHES over 
POOR'SOULS...It is a PEACE-AND-SAFETY 
Theory, which does not bring to light EVIL 
and REPROVE and REBUKE wrong,..PEACE,PEAxCE. ’ 
...They are Satan’s Agents, used by him to 

•ALLURE and DECEIVE honest Souls into a By- 
Path • •.uniting.•.with the DRAGON HOST... 
His SANCTIFICATION may last* while he is‘in 
Meeting - but it cannot bear the TEST... 
Their CONSCIENCES are SEARED..There is no 
Bible SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a ‘ 
PART of the Truth behind: them," TI:330-338.

'"HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE A WOMAN SCORNED" 
When He rejected the LOVE-OVERTURES of the ____ 
Fallen Woman (the Church of the Jews) they * any lengths “IN SIN"_PP 95,96,101-4,167. 
(she) set shout to Kill Him - and called her • Thus they Refuse to make an EFFORT to J 
"LOVERS® (the State - the Sword’- the Law) OVERGO]'®. Here is the Difference between
in to help her to get "REVENGEJ" This is; the Righteous and the Wicked. Only the'
the spirit of FORCE! Angels know for Sure who they are.TM47.
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27-(^238.) PREPARATION FOR THE END. 
Ue ar© entering a Phase of WAR. It is called 
"THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD .« EW 69. 
“As it was in the Days of*Noah-Iot - so" 
shall it be.® BOTH of them COMBINED some 
"WORKS® with their "FAITH" - |*But those 
who had "FAITH® in their perverted Notion 
of the "LOVE OF GOD’3 thought they could get 
by - WITHOUT any “WORKS"...that CHEAP 
FAITH - unsupported by WORKS." SM 2:381. ““ 
“FAITH and WORKS are NOT dissevered »UT6:441. 
o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
It is BABYLON that tries to got by - 
"by Faith ALONEJ" It is the Slogan of the 
last False "COUNTERFEIT" emotidnAl “"Move
ments" just before the End. GO 464?471. 
The Angels LEAVE those who make aN0 EFFORT.' 
EW 270. The MULTITUDES, as always - will 
SHEAR at the HARD WAY « and call on others 
to JOIN them on the BROAD-MINDED EASY WAY, ’ 
and somehow Think they Won a groat Victory! 
Not knowing that BABYLON won them! For what 
they have is but the Echo of what ORAL 
ROBERTS and BILLY GRAHAM use to win their 
Converts. "I AM SAVED" - "I AM SINLESS." 
We will find out come Judgment Day. 

"DOCTRINES OF DEVILS - 
"AND MANY SHALL FOLLOW - » *

Satan in Heaven sought' "EQUALITY11 "with Christ .FOUL about it" 
Eve at the Forbidden Tree fell for: "Ye 
shall he as Gods!" 
The "GREAT REBELLION" at Kadesh-Barnea of 
Korah, Dathan & Abiram - was on the*Subject 
of: "The Congregation is HOLY -’every-orieA 
of- them J" Moses questioned that. So do we, 
JUDAS fired up the Ambition to be the 
^GREATEST in the Kingdom." 
The Last Counterfeit Movement will'have: 
"THROUGH FAITH alone“-«Ohly Believe" - *"*
"No further EFFORT." GO 471. It would seem 
that such overwhelming DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE 
should move even the most Stubborn Heart*-, 
unless they are beyond Redemption. Beyond 
the Point of Return, 
"HOLY FLESH" and “LIVING TEMPLE" is to be 
Repeated and go into the ’’OMEGA." It should 
be Remembered that no JONES, and no URIAH 
SMITH, and no WAGGONER, and no SPICER, and 
no DANIELLS, and no KEL OGG, and no BALLENGER, "Wycliffe did not retract 
and no CANRIGHT, and no CONRADI, and no 
WILLIE WHITE, and NO OTHER of the GREAT men, 
the MIGHTY men, the DEPENDABLE men, that 
you are supposed to Rest your Soul’s Salva
tion on their JUDGMENT — there is NO RECORD 
that even ONE of them OPPOSED "LIVING 'TEMPLE" Worship, like CAIN’S Offering, has in it 
until the Prophet did • after 6 YEARS! the Subconscious desire to ESCAPE the

recognition of SIN & the Humility to Obey.

The Lord gave them their chance - and 
WAITED for them, He sought a MAN in Israel 
and'there was: "NOT 01® Even as Today
find the Multitudinous References AGAINST 
the SIN of saying: "I AM SAVED!" and also 
against' "PSYCHOLOGY" - -then turn and 
LOOK for ONE MAN - IN or OUT of the 
Church - that will DOCUMENT and PROVE’ ’ 
what is WRONG about it - J Find me such 
a man, I guarantee you I will go 1,000 
Miles to Shake his Hand!
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The Tempo of Falling for those Doctrines' 
is PICKING UP - via SDA FROOM & ANDERSON’ 
The Spectacle of them Bowing down IN THE 
FIRST APARTMENT (for that is where BARN
HOUSE & MARTIN worship!) and arising and 
saying: "What a Wonderful thing to KNOW 
that wb are SAVED!" BALLENGER was PUT 
OUT for that very Thing - and the BALLEN
GER BUNCH are Chortling with Glee that 
the Adventists have finally "found the 
LIGHT.’" But there will be 'some, like the 
WRIGHT BUNCH - that will try to ‘Tie that 
in with the Writings of Ellen G. White! 
WORSE THAN BALLENGER’ He was not THAT"" 
much of a HYPOCRITE! Some of you ask me 
why I use "such Foul Language?" What’s

- ? The Language or your 
dearly beloved DOCTRINE OF DEVILS?*???? 
I have all Kinds of Letters here from 
your FOUL—MOUTHED PRIESTS* & PRIESTESSES! 
Demanding me to RECANT and GIVE UP, and 
SEND MY MAILING LIST TO FTW - ! 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*’ 
"The Gospel of Christ uarinot-be-preached 
without-offense." GC I65.(Those who Brag 
that they are preaching WITHOUT OFFENDING 
are-not-Pre aching-the-Gospel-of-ChristI) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o * 
"Berquin’s zeal only waxed the Stronger. 
...he determined upon still bolder meas^ 
ures. He would not only stand in defense 
of the Truth, but he would ATTACK error. 
The Charge of HERESY which the Romanists' 
were seeking to fasten upon him, he would 
RIVET-UPON-THEM J" GC 217.
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

, uxu mu u 10 uichj u...As arrows
from the Lord’s quiver.•.The charge of 
HERE SY... he with convincing Power THREW 
BACK upon themselves." GC 90.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o—o 
From the Beginning of Time » all False
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No, it does not Bother, a Christian to know

For that same Reason it does not bother 
me if the MAJORITY will ignore EVERYTHING 
the Testimonies have warned about the 
USELESS WORSHIP in the VACATED FIRST 
APARTl'ENT - ignore it all - and go and" 
Bow down with the delightful characters'

while uhe CAINS will be dead and gone Forever# Nor does it bother me if the Majority 
go over to Satan’s DRUGGING PROGRAl'-P'E! 
o—o—o—b—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Instead ofocaing and looking curiously 
at those of us (more than you ThinkJ) 
whose Convictions do not permit us to 
go with the Multitude - why do you not" 
Look upon those who are so Careless and 
Reckless that"'they go the very Way the 
Lord told them NOT to go - ! I live in 
the Sight of the Judgment * and I see 
them Tearing out their Hair as they Wail 
and Lament and Cry - all TOO LATE J “He 
that saith he is without Sin « is a LIAR 
and the Truth - is not in him!"
O-O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 
“As we near the Close of Earth’s History 
...CREEPING into our midst through’those 

who make a PROFESSION of our FAITH/ The 
greatest-Sins-are-brought-in through 
those who PROFESS to be Sanctified and 
CLAIM that they cannot-sin...Such are 
SELF-sufficient and' SELF-righteous • • • 
utterly failing to meet the Bible Stan
dard... It is in great mercy that God 
bears with their perversity and that 
they are not cut down,1’ T5:I39.

WHEN CHAMPIONS ARE FEW "* ”" 
“To stand in defense of Truth & Righteous 
ness when-the-Majority-forsake-us, to 
Fight the Battles of the Lord when Cham
pions are FEW •• this will be our Test," 
o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o T 5:13 6 .

ROCK & ROLL, 
would take place just before the 

. Close of Probation. Everything uncouth 
would be demonstrated (Sensitivity). 
There would be Shouting, with'Drums, 

.Music, and Dancing...The Powers of Satan
ic agencies blend with the din and" noise, 
to have a Carnival, and this is termed

■ the Holy Spirit’s working...No encourage- • 
ment should be given to this kind of 
worship. The same.,.in 1844. •.DEMONS in 
the Form of men are present.“SM 2:36-7.

“Fearful waves of FANATICISM/..and*
* those who are CHARMED with them now, or 

have to^adopt the most ridiculous Conclusions, give them the .least‘countenance now. 
No, it does not Bother, a Christian to know will be all ready...to act a part with 
that .it will be as it was in the Days of Noah, the Devil then.“ SM 2:47,51.

28-(-^238.) “BY FAITH ALONE-J «
Like CAIN - he had "FAITH" that God HAD to 
RESPOND to his DEMAND! and get KILLING MAD 
if others do not Bow down and*Worship as he, 
the ELDER — does. ABEL refused.
O-O—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—d—o-o—o—o—o—o
Sone day the ABELS will be alive Forevermore’, and the gracious Whores they find’there 
i ’ * ** • A T" “ — —

It is not who appears to be SUCCESSFUL TODAY- 
but who will win out TOMORROW - ? Let us 
never lose Sight of the Judgment Day. 
o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o 
The Sin of the Pharisee, the Catholic, and' 
the Basis of all False Religion is Typified 
in the Bible as the Mind of a WHORE - “ 
“Admire my great Beauty - or else?1 she" will 
appeal to the Sword of her Lovers, "I am 
RICH...I am SINLESS...I am SAVED..." 
(Plenty of "FAITH* but no "KNOWLEDGE" - it 
is the Empty-Head of "the Vain Harlot.) 
A Pretty Head, and an Empty Mind. “Thou wast 
LIFTED UP because of thy ’GREAT BEAUTY’" ’ 
There are Pimps that will" Appeal to such. 
Yes! Hurl this Paper aside! It'will*not 
change the Truth of the matter. "And the 
KINGS of the*Earth have committed FORNICA
TION with her." (This is the Message of Rev, 
18 - in case you forgot to Remember!)
O—0—0—0—0—O—O'-O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
It is one thing to be so Vain as to Believe 
in one:s own PERFECTION (Such' cannot give 
the LAST MESSAGE’ EW TOI. GC 57. MM 89.) 
it is quite another thing to go and Teach 
that to OTHERS! That they should bo so VAIN 
and EMPTY-HEADED also! “I came NOT to call 
the RIGHTEOUS'- but SINNERS to'Repentance.“ 
(Mark 2:17.)... “We are never to REST*"in"a 
SATISFIED condition, and cease to make ad
vancement, saying, “I AM SAVED." ...Never 
dare to say,"I AM SAVED'.",. .IGNORANCE and" 
SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand."SM 1:314, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o * 316. •
"...it is stating a Falsehood to say,"I AM 
SAVED.“...If you sit down with the'Ease
loving ones, with the words on your Lips, 
"I AM SAVED,"...you will be ETERNALLY LOST." 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o SM I":315,318.
BROTHER HOEHN - doesn’t it bother you that 
you seem to be Beating a Dead-Horse? That 
just about NO ONE appreciates.to be told 
they should not say, "I AM SAVED?" Does it 
not bother you that there is so little RE- . . 
SPONSE • ? I say like James Whiteif we 
are to go by the Show of Hands - we would



0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“God loves all men*.Yes, and Cain...Yes, and 
Ahab. God loves the people who believe in 
.Christ and those who crucified Him

BALAAM & UNITY?
"The only correct Standard of Character 
is the Law of God? and it is P<POSSIBLE 
for those who make that Law their Rule 
of Life, to UNITE in confidence & BROTHER 
HOOD with those who turn the Truth of God 
into a Lie, and regard Divine authority 
as a thing of naught,'

"Between the Worldly man and the one 
who is faithfully serving God, there is 
a great Gulf fixed,..One Class is ripen
ing as Wheat for the Garner of God, the 
other as Tares for the Fires of Destruc
tion. How can there be UNITY of purpose 
or action between them? "Know ye not that 
the Friendship of the World is ENMITY 
with God? whosover* therefore will be a' 
Friend of the World IS the ENEMY* of Godl" 

"...We can not sanction their course 
by Assembling with them at their FEASTS 
and their COUNCILS, where God' does 'not 
preside. Such a course, so far from bene
fiting them, would only'cause them to 
DOUBT the reality of our Religion.* We 
should be FALSE LIGHTS, ‘by our course 
leading* Souls to RUIN*.’..

"Through the power of association & 
habit the mind becomes more and more 
CONFORMED to the Worldling’s standard," 
Their LOVE fn'r God grows COLD, and they 
have no desire for CO^UNION with Him, 
They become spiritually BLIND. They can 
see no-particvlar-DIFFERENOE.,, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
VOICE OF PROPHECY: "He loves’sinners 
JUST AS THEY ARE." p.^2. Jan.I,I969. 

to everyone who will BELIEVE., ."p.3 2, o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
34* "THE DAY THE WORLD ENDS" by HMS Richards, "They become spiritually BLIND. They can 

see-no-particular-DIFFERENCE-between- 
the-TRANSGRESSOR-of-God ’s-L AW-and-those 
wh-fear-God and keep His Commandments. 

.He loves They call evil good and good evil... 
all men - mankind, the World - NONE EXCLUDED, o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
He loves the World of Sinners. The big cir
cle of His LOVE takes us ALL in..." p,28. 
(EMPHASIS MINE.) HMS Richards.
o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—b—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
IT IS TIME, Brethren - for" some one to put 
a Halt to the Irresponsible LOVE-SLOBBER*' 
now extent in the Religious World, regard
less of how it will* be misunderstood and 
spoken against. There are some Godly men 
who see the Danger and Warn against it. 
NOT SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS! Thoir* UNION’ 
with the World grows' Stronger every Day.

■ "APOSTASY in the Church will pro pare “the 
way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST." GC 444*

29-(-238.) PROPHETS SPRINGING UP. 
"Various things will appear claiming to be 
Revelations from God, but which flow from 
the PAGINATION of a CONCEITED and DECEIVED 
mind,.,God says of these Prophets.,.“I have 
not sent them, and yet they ran. Believe 
them NOT," SM 2*90.

"There are some whose FEELINGS are 
quickly stirrod up by strong ASSERTIONS, 
and their PAGINATION magnifies the State
ment to large DP1ENSI0NS? it all appears 
REAL to them, and they become FANATICAL. 
The spiritual experience is fevered, DIS
EASED." SM 2*93.

GODLY ELEMENT.
“Unless the soul is DAILY living upon 
Christ’s flesh and drinking His Blood, the 
GODLY ELEMENT will be overcome by the SATAN
IC. Selfishness and covetousness will*bear 
away the Victory., .and will take their own 
Course." SM 2*216,218,

THE FAMILY.
SM 2*332 gives a Picture that we need in 
the Closing Days, Because the Trespass of 
Balaam will be Repeated. This is EASTER & 
XMASS coming into the Church. GC 443. The 
UNION of the Church with the World, Going 
over to the Stylos and Excesses of the JUD
IES (MIDIANITES). Like the VOICELESS* PRO
PHECY: "You don’t have to become good before 
God will Love you...He loves Sinners JUST AS 
THEY ARE,*.eGod loves you. I am'not asking 
you to turn over a new Leaf, or to quit your 
Meanness, or to give up this or’to'give up 
that. I am not asking you to give up?*I am 
asking you to receive the GIFT of Eternal 
Life

THE FATAL CHOICE.
"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS are arraying 
themselves against God. They are prais
ing Christ and the god of this World in 
the same breath...MANY will stand in our 
Pulpits with the Torch of' FALSE PROPHECY 
in their hands, kindled from the Hellish

• Torch of Satan," TM 409,
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
"They call evil good and good evil...
They are drinking at broken Cisterns,,, 
they-are captives of Satan, and we k‘how 
not to what lengths he may lead*them..i 
"Have no Fellowship..." RH A6:53. 1910.



30-(^238.) LOVE ALL MEN EVERYWHERE??? 
WRIGHT: 11 Are you finding that you’can LOVE 
ALL MEN in spite of what they do to you..?”

WELL of you 
PROPHETS,"

"..’.give them after the Work of their 
hands; render to them their Desert.#.
I have HATED them that regard LYING 
VANITIES...let the Wicked be'ASHAMED, 
and let them be SILENT in the Grave.' 
Let the LYING lips be put to SILENCE.1’ 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o Ps.28:4.3I:I7— 
”...FIGHT against them that FIGHT against 
me...Let their way be Dark and Slippery: 
and let the Angel of God PERSECUTE them. 
...Let DESTRUCTION come upon him at un
awares; and let his NET that he hath 
HID catch himself: into that Very DE-" 
STRUCTION let him Fall.® Ps. 3551,6-8.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Some who See these Words will be SHOCKED 
to know that they are IN-YOUR-BIBLE J' 
After listening to that Preacher of yours 
o-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—0—0 
ttThe Wicked PLOTTETH against the Just, 
and gnasheth upon him with "his Teeth. 
The Lord shall LAUGH at him: for He” 
seeth that his Day is Coming...Their*' 
Sword shall enter into their own Heart 
.. .the Aims of the Wicked shall be ’

BROKEN...the Wicked shall Perish.?;into 
SMOKE shall they consume away, "Ps .37512, 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 15—20. 
’’BLESSED is that man that.. .RESPECTETH 
NOT the Proud, nor such as turn aside 
to LIES...Let them be * ASH AJ O ‘and con
founded together.” Ps.40:4,I4.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
And so - oh and on and on. Havenlt been 
REALLY reading the Bible much lately - 
have you - ? At least you do not RECOG
NIZE the SPIRIT OF DAVID! Nor the SPIRIT 
of Rev. 18. READ IT AGAIN!
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
For the Days that • are right upon us - 
the WARS-FAJSINES-PESTILENCES-RIOTS-that 
will Sweep this Earth and all will be 
hard put to UNDER ST AW the CHARACTER 
of God! The same Yesterday, Today, and 
Forever!

BABYLONISH GRACE OR - 
BIBLE GRACE ?

”It is the GRACE that Christ implants 
in the Soul which creates in man ENMITY 
against Satan. Without this COWERTING 
GRACE and renewing POWER, man would con
tinue" the Captive of Satan, a servant 
ever ready to do his Bidding. But the 
NEV/ PRINCIPLE in the soul CREATES CON
FLICT where hitherto had been Peace.
The POwER which Christ IMPARTS enables

• man to RESIST the Tyrant and Usurper.”

BY FAITH ALONE?
”MANY at first” — ’’BELIEVED” the Pfessage of 
Noah. PP 95• They had the "FAITH” alone! 
But they FAILED because they did not have 
"TRUE REPENTANCE" - PP 95. They" finally 
"JOINED" the Wrong Side and were WORSE in 
their Scoffing and BOLDER in SIN - than the 
others. PP 95.

The Conclusion of the matter is that 
"FAITH” alone is DEAD! Their Slogan "was: 
"It is NOT by TRYING - but by DYING!” and 
so.they DIED in the Waters of the Flood"-' 
-’...only eight souls Believed AND Obeyed... 
So it will be now.” PP 102.

The Rest believed that ”GOD LOVES ALL 
MEN EVERYWHERE...JUST-AS-THEY-AHE.” Such 
people have never read the Psalmsb- but'have 
been listening too long to that Preacher.

HATE!’ ' ‘ ‘ '
"...thou HATEST all workers of Iniquity;.. 
DESTROY thou them, 0 God.” Psalm 5:5,10. ‘ 
"...God is ANGRY with the" Wicked EVERY DAY. 
If he turn not; He will whet His Sword;., 
the Instruments of DEATH.” Ps. 7:11-13. 
"...BREAK thou the arm of the Wicked*and the 
Evil man. ..The Lord trie th the Righteous: 
but the Wicked-and him that lovbfh violence 
his soul HATETH.” Ps.I0:I5. 11:5. ’ *, 
"..'.The Lord shall CUT CFF all Flattering 

'Lips, and the Tongue that speaks th ' PROUD 
THINGS!..DESTROY them that HATE me .” Ps.l2: • 
3, 18:40. "I have HATED the Congregation 
'of Evil-Doers.” Ps’.26:5.

ALL MEN in spite of what they do to you 
P.7. April,1968. 
o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-d-o-d-o-o-o-o 
"John gives us a RULE for detecting FALSE 
PROPHETS...Speaking of the FALSE PROPHETS, 
the Apostle says: "They are of the World: 
therefore speak they of the World, and the 
World heareth them.” I John 4:5, This shows 
that the Teaching of FALSE PROPHETS will 
pander to the CARNAL HEART.. .FALSE PROPHETS 
will teach "smooth things."...The Prophet 
tells us also HOW FALSE PROPHETS will Teach: 
"They say unto them that DESPISE me, The 
Lord hath said, YE-SHALL-HAVE-PEACE; and * 
they say unto every one that walkcth after 
the IMAGINATION of his own HEART, No eVll 
shall come upon you?’ Jer.23:I7.” *RH A4:I04. 
by J .N.LOUGHBOROUGH. Oct. 10,1899.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—d—b—o—o—o—o—o 
"Woe unto you, when all the World speaks

- for so did they - of the FALSE



EXPELS from his House (the P ?ECT GOD

n

from his House the REBELLIOUS Children, 
who have not only abused his Love and 
Blessings themselves, but tried to SUB* 
VERT the remaining few...he SEPARATES 
from his Family his UNDUTIFUL Children. 
...All should honor the Wise and Just 
course of such a Parent, in PUNISHING 
most SEVERELY his Undutifut, 'REBELLIOUS 
Children.11 SM 2:333*4. SG 4?49-52.
0—0—O—O—O—O—O— 0—0*0—0—0*0—O—0—0—0—0—0—0

in a "FINISHED WORK" with NO SIN’ But what 
is the TRUTH on this Subject:
0*0—0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0-0-0*0*0 
"It is AFTER man has received Light and-Evi
dence, AFTER he has seen the contrast be
tween Truth and Error, that the struggle 
against sin BEGINS in his HEART. But this 
ENMITY against WRONG did not exist in his 
HEART until Christ placed it there...We 
pray that this EN'OTY may be more decidedly 
seen, that RIGHTEOUSNESS may be Exalted, and 
SIN called by its right NAME," B2:8,9.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o 
"The intelligent soul who has respect unto 
all of God’s Commandments, through the GRACE 
of Christ, will say to the PASSIONS of the 
HEART as he points to God’s great moral 
Standard of Righteousness,"Hitherto shalt 
thou come, but no further: and here shall 
chy proud Waves be stayed," and the GRACE" 
of Christ shall be as “a Wall of Fire round 
dbout the Soul." MM 143.
3—0—0*0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
-rLOATHE these defiling sins with the most 
intense HATRED.. .CLEANSE the Camp of “Achans.' 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*o-o-o*o-o-o-o T5:I46-7.
"A Family picture was presented before me. 
A part of the Children seem anxious to" LEARN 
and OBEY the requirements of the Father’, 
while the others trample upon his Authority, 
and seem to exalt in showing CONTEMPT of 
his Family Govern-me nt...conduct themselves 
PROUDLY, as though all the favors they re
ceived of their indulgent Parent were sup
plied by themselves. The Father notices all 
the disrespectful acts of his disobedient, 
ungrateful Children, yet he bears with them.

"At length, these Rebellious Children 
go still further, and seek to" Influence’ and 
lead to REBELLION those Members' of thoir 
Father’s Family who have hitherto been 
Faithful. Then all the Dignity and Authority 
of the Father is called into action, and he

3I-(^238.) (FTW SAYS YOU CANNOT RESIST’)   
"The POWER which Christ IMPARTS" enables man ♦' IN HEAVEN HAD TO DO THAT!) he EXPELS 
to RESIST the Tyrant and Usurper. Whoever’ 
is seen to ABHOR sin instead of LOVING it.
whoever RESISTS and CONQUERS those’PASSIONS 
that have held sway within, displays the 
operation of a PRINCIPLE wholly from ABOVE." 
• • .The followers of Christ and the servants 
of Satan CANNOT HARMONIZE.« GC~506-7. 
"...ALL WILL BE UNMASKED." GC 606, 
o-o-o-o-o—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—o—o—o-o-o-o-b-o—0—0 
According to the undocumented meanderings 
of FTW * he obtains a "new nature" and "RESTS" From this we see that "JUSTIFICATION BY 

FAITH" will not only show Respect for 
the "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST" but will 
seek His Will and Power to Obey so that 
"Thy Will may be done on Earth" as well 
as in Heaven! "Trust and Obey for there 
is no other Way .“"To be Happy in Jesus." 
o—o—o~o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
"...and the people* BURNED for the Fate 
of the one Punished, INSTEAD OF SORROW
ING because God had been Dishonored, 
the SYMPATHIZERS were accounted EQUALLY 
GUILTY as the Transgressor.'..These SYM*- 
PATHIZERS think they are performing a 
VIRTUOUS ACT by SYMPATHIZING with the 
one at Fault...and are EQUALLY GUILTY 
with the Transgressor. There are many" 
ERRING souls who *<IGHT have been Saved 
if they had not beeri'DECEIVED by receiving 
FALSE SYMPATHY." SG £&4:I%
0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

A REBELLION SEEKING RESPECT .
This is March I, 1971 - but my Notes 
for Feb. 13, 1971 * I was reading SG If 
17 and the Rebellion of Satan, I was im
pressed with his Desire to be "EQUAL” 
with Christ and his desire to receive ’ 
the "RESPECT" of God and the Universe. 
All his Rebellion is directed towards 
this one major Theme - "RESPECT." The 
Elevation of Self beyond the Sphere 
God had placed him,

Jesus warned about this spirit, of" 
getting out of Place, going to the Heqd 
of the Table - demanding "RESPECT!" In 
the End such'will have NO RESPECT at* all!

The Doctrines of Wright are Doctrines 
favoring the Elevation of “SELF® as it* 
demands "RESPECT!" Like JUDAS, that did 
not WAlT'for the Call •» but called HlfJP 
SELF I Demanded to be at the Heai od the 
Table, This is the spirit of the Doc-' 
trines of the AWAKENING. Those who"seek 
"RESPECT® will Fall for it - at the



as I saw it at the Tims« FALSE PROPHET PAR- 
EXCELLENT! None worse on Earth! That is., 
what I said THEN - that* is what’ I say NOVI J . ; 
I kept a' few - write for a Copy.' Some' have 
gone over to FTW - merely to ”FIXH Hoehn - 
all they have done is they,,have “FIXED” 
themselves! ’’’Sticks and Stones will break 
my Bones"but NAMES will never hurt me.”

I will accept that. Doctrine - about 'the 
same Time that I am Ready to be admitted' 
into the Insane Asylum*!. Got one thing very ,. 
Straight - THEY “started it! But dur God 
will FINISH it - nothing Doubting!

3 2- J RESPECT - ??? 
cost of their own.ScuLs, ”What shall'it 
profit a men if he gain the whole World*- 
and HOSE his owh Soul!” ^Your SELF -right- 

< . . .

”We are in an fenemy s Country.. .Unless 
we a^o CONSTANTLY ON GUARD'we shall Fifl 1 an 
easy prey to his unnumbered Deceptions. • 
READ and STUDY,..have special reference to 
these Last Days, POINTING OUT THE DANGERS 
that will, threaten God?s people,..casting 
aside all SELF-righteousness and SEIF-impor
tance, confessing and forsaking every Sin," 
and asking God, in the name bf the Redeemer, 
for Pardon. God declares, ”Him that conroth 
to Me I will in no wise cast out” (John *6*3 7) 
and those who in sincerity present them
selves before Him will be pardoned and justi- Cbr« II 
fied, and will receive POWER’to BECOME the 
sons of Gods”-To>100-20 1903o 
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-0*0-0 
This is Novo3?T97la This Paper was begun ", 
Jan02,l97l. I read and re-read these Papers 
to see if they should go as is. Or should 
they be Changed? I read this Paper through 
May 29, June 19',* Sept. 2l, Nov. 3 (in*2 hrs.) 
and see that some things I was*able"to 
Document - was Pi’ovidential for Develop
ments that since took -place in this’Hattle 
in this Day of the Lord. As the Enemy is 
lining up his Ranks for a Last-Ditch assault 
on the Truth*. Calling in those who in the 
Past fell for YAHVISM - FALSE PROPHETS BY 
THE SCCRE - and now show nothing~bu.t open 
DEFIANCE. Even though they themselves ADMIT 
they were so easily DELUDED, Yet fall again, 
and yet again — and now for the WORST ONE 
GF ALL - FTW. The OMEGA of ”GOD-WITHIN.»

How many of you received REPORT #192? 
"THE WRIGHT THAT IS WRONG”" - Cbt.l5,1966. 
Just now I sent Out 200 - not realizing 
that this was a MASTERPIECE! In view of the 
Fact that at that time I had no Axe to Grind. Study;. Read, Pray. FORGIVE. Even forgive 
I just set forth the DAK1ERS of that'Doctrine that PERSON, Pray with, for and about

that soul. Where is ‘the PHILADELPHIA 
that we hear so much about? I also think 
that IF we believe the Testimonies, are 
the Word of the Eternal. Then we should 
follow the TESTIWNIES/.'Did Sr. White 
cordon this hate programme”? I can hate 
as well as anyone. And I do HATE, I hate 
this IMAGE FORMING US GOVERNMENT, and 
its ‘band of HYPOCRTpES^ IN .RELIGIOUS CON
FUSION, This Nation of Greed-mongers, 
and religious parasites.- I HATE, I, could 
not hate a'COWON MN OR WOMAN. But I' ’ 
could hate their very wicked ways. & do.

Emory Ray Bays, Sr., Oct.2S,l97l. 
P0 Box 65 - Coal Fork-' Station, 
Charleston, W. Va. 25306. 
Hoehn Research Library.

eousness will avail NOTHING with God,”T3 !325« Dear Brother Hoehn* * ’ '
I received the letter dated Oct.25 - 

I take careful note of all that you had/ .. 
have to say.

It is clear to me, that you should be" 
free io work at your mining as you choose 
to work at it. You should be allowed to 
have share-holders, whoever they are,& 
or wherever they may be. Man or woman. 
That is the kind of work that it is. You 
are a man. You know as. well as I do, just 
what place the man holds in God?s plan.” 
It would be well to make a study of 1st.

Then you write and tell me what 
relation the Church has to the body of 
Christ. Where is the head, and who is he? 
Then tell me just what' is your relation
ship to the home?'I firmly believe that 
Adam knew 1st. Cor. off by*heart. He 
knew about the forbidden tree • He ’knew’ 
that Eve was flirting with danger. That 
is why it is UBY ONE MN’S SIN,” Then’ 
you take a good long look 'at Gen,3Jl7. 
What did God say to that man ADAM? So 
much for that.

Now, I would not suggest that you Ex
communicate anyone. If that'one person * 
has a connection to the Head of the Church 
it would not help you any to do it."It 
would only make for your own failure. 
Laodicea is v'ery good at kicking folks 
out*. Then where does that leave them. ~ 
Laodicea is still in Babylon,*and those 
who are kicked land in another Cell of 
Babylon, or else they land in the true 
Assembly of God,

I think that if we would study the 
Bible, Pray, Pray, Read, Study, Confess, 

Dray. FORGIVE'. Even forgive 
Dray with, for and about



This

Wo are so blessed to love Jesus and ~ 
understand the Plan of Salvation and the" 
relation of Faith and Works. I have heard 
both Brinsmead and Wright on many occa
sions . They-are £o wrong. Most of my 
friends that are awake to the nearness' 
of the End in the SDA Church are either 
all agog about’ the one or the other of 
these two Australians.

Thank you again for all you do for me.
In Christ..'.,..’.’ 

(Please indicate if we can use your name, 
RIGHT? Yet he did not, & CH WHAT* A‘MESS.o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

ABOUT THIS'REPORT - -
The Chapter oh “GIFTS1*, (24 to 26) - 
should he Read and Re-read by every 
Believer in the Message. This is the 
first Time this has been Understood by 
us. WHAT IS A “LIFT” - ??? Like JUDAS, 
like CAIN - can we DEMAND it - WITHOUT

So much is written one can hardly escape 
knowing since the Civil Rights March.
) They are evil and anti-Christ and Com- 

, which means to' a large extent 
Zionistic - they financed both sides of 

W .War ^1 & $2 and trying to get us into 
World War #3•

Have you ever seen the booklet “THE 
PROTOCOLS of the learned Elders of Zion.* 
(“Christian Nationalist Crusade11 - PO Box 
27895, Los Angeles, Calif. "90027.).'..
______  __ ______J, news nedia, key posi-

e • •

I get the Common Sense'Magazine, the 
Wash. Observer, Am.'Mercury, and the Truth 

uuxuxi, v<u emu axil uv Crusader. (P=0. Box 365, Hartisoribury,' 
. & it all takes faith. Virginia. 228^1.) (issue ^34 for only' $l) 

not trying to work my way to Heaven.

this THORN IN THE FLESH., .It sure takes 
faith'to live and continue with this pain. 
(Arthritis.) Pray for me.

130 'tirae for reform. You can read this letter to... 
letter is as found'in source of TRUTH, 
Look it up. Then write me about "it. Excuse 
poor typing. It is painful for me to sit 
very long at a time.

Sincerely yours,’ 
E.R.BAYS, Sr. *

(if you have any (HERBS) please send it.) 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
CAI U'ORNIA - June 25, 1971.
Dear Bro, HoehnJ

Thank you for the air
mailed letter you sent recently about 
Billy Graham calling for a March on Wash.

A faith of corresponding under the banner of N.C.C. 
Surely th®'S>D.A.

33-(^238 J BAYS LETTER - *~ *
"’RDB, IF, FDW, and all those’reformers. I 
think that they are so busy reforming the ‘ *“
RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH, HA, Wat did” Jesus 
say about the seed of Abraham? “If ye be 
Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s seed, aid 
HEIRS according to the promise.“ And just 
for the record. To be Abraham’s seed is to 
OBEY, OBEY. When Abraham was told to go 
make sacrifice, Abraham WENT, that took”* 
Faith and that took action.. When Abraham 
was told to get out from his people, Come 
out of, and to GO, Did Abraham just sit 
there and say, Naw, I don’t ha70 to go? 
Just what kind of Faith is it that denies 
the Obedience of FAITH? It has always been 
a FAITH OF ACTION. Z 
OBEDIENCE, “A FOX, THOUGH A WAYFARING MAN; Surely th®S.D.A.’s aren’t aware of 
NEED NOT ERR THEREIN.” I don’t want to stig- the character of the W.C.C. and N.C.C, 
matizo myself as a FOOL*. If I ever make it 1 
into the Kingdom of Glory, it will be VTA ; 
Christ, and OBEDIENCE, It would bo a terrible 
kettle of fish to think that God is a CHILD Munistic 
DOTING DADDY,' that does not demand honor 
an& respect from his Children.

Jesus does hold out an instant"forgive
ness. Yet with that Forgiveness ho’furnishes 
a route of CBEDIENCE, As Jesus told the 
Woman caught in Adultery© “GO AND SIN NO 
MORE.” He did not say, GO AND HUNT’UP AN- * , 
OTHER MAN. It took real faith and real cour- control of finances 
ago for her to break with her past. But that tions in Government 
she had to do .

Choose ye this day© Takes some action. 
Follow me takes some action. Go and sin no 
more takes some action,

I am
X am trying to obey, because Jesus said, 
“IF YE LOVE ME, KEEP MY COMMAND?®NTS.“Then 
“BLESSED ARE THEY THAT DO HIS COMM ANDMENTS.” 

“A house divided against itself cannot 
stand.” Home, and or CHURCH cannot afford 
to be divided. HOPE IS THE FIRST PRIORITY, 
If ADAM ani EVE HAD HAVE STABILIZED THE * 
HOME FIRST, then what would have happened 
you tell mee Nb doubt, EVE had long beauti
ful hair© Adam could’ have grabbed* a handful 
of it, and jerked her from the forbidden  
tree. ■

David was a man after God’s own heart. 
WHY? Just because he was after God’s own 
heart. CONFESSING CONFESSING CONFESSING 
DAILY DAILY DAILY, Where did Daniel place 
himself when he was praying for the sins 
of Israel? FORGIVE US OUR SINS??? ”OUR»-

* Must close for now. Am in confusing pain



34-^2387) corplying with the' CONDITIONS? 
Just v/homp up sortetbing called: “FAITH!” 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
10 hours down the' ^fountain in the Snow loft 
my Heart in Pain 5 days later - sothe men 
wont 5 miles while I waited for them and 
Read: . - • - - i

nTo this people were committed the oracles < 
of God. They were hedged about by the Pre
cepts of Hig LAW, the everlasting PRINCIPLES 
of Truth, Justice, and Purity, 
0—O-O-O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O^O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THOUGHTS FROM THE HEIGHTS OF THE 5200 foot 
MOUNTAIN TOP: What good is all the above, 
if, according to the wonderful “AWAKENING” 
- according to JONESr»WAGGONER after they 
SIGNED THEIR NAMES TO KELLOG & “LIVING TEMPLE” 
in "1903 (see “MOVE’®NT OF DEST INI” - FROOM 
524. see “THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" - OLSON 
290-3200) NOTICES this was NOT KNOWN wheh 
this Report was Written! I oriL'y suspected 
as much by the 'Spirit* of Discernment that" 
the Lord gave me for 45 years! I suspected 
this because' NONE of the Great men, NONE of 
the Wise men.*» had one word to say AGAINST 
KELLOG«CANRIGHT.-COi^ADL3/JJLANGER-DANIELLS 
and ”1 AM SAAED..SINLESS - HOLY FLESH - GOD- 
WITHIN PANTHEISM METHODIST SANCTIFICATION,«) '

What good is.the above Reference from PK 
if the LAW CANNOT BE KEPT AS THE AWAKENING 
TEACHES as they quote JONES-WAGGONER when 
they Were over in the KELLOG INSTITUTE - ! 
HEADS OF MEDICAL-DRUG & EDUCATIONAL ARMS 
of the SDA General Conference in Battle 
Creek and is why Sr, White was sent to'woik 
on the Pacific Coast - as far away from 
them as she could get! And how they followed 
after her, as the Jews hounded the Disciples. 
For Years J the Testimonies were taken up 
with this Theme - which they “BURNED BY 
BUSHEL BASKETS FULL” at LLU arid 2 Truck 
Loads full in the Incinerator. The present 
Conference orly printing them to “SAVE-FACE" 
AFTER the “Series B” were OUT] And let me 
ask you ONE BURNING QUESTION! Why is it 
thAt the so-called “REFORMERS” from WITHIN 
as well as from WITHOUT — DO NOT APPRECIATE 
THESE “FORBIDDEN WRITINGS” about &OO.00 ~ 
worth - do not QUOTE them, do not LIKE them 
any more than do the LAGDICEANSJ And the 
false AWAKENING brushes PAST them as though 
they DID NOT EXIST J Because they are all 
taken up with DANIELLS- the PAL'of WAGG01ER- 
JONES-KELLOG-CANRIGHT-BALL  ANOER, Orly moved 
when the OPPORTUNIST saw he HAD to r to hold 
his Office aid Position. Daniells wrote .to 
WILLIE WHITE: «NQ BETTER BOOK,, .outside of

the Bible, than Brother WAGGONER’S Book.” 
p,23l. “THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY.”"'A.V. 
OLSON, (it surely was a “VICTORY” for the 
DRUGGING-“LIVING TEMPLE” Crew.'1902.'In 
1903 — JONES—WAGGONER went over fully 
to KELLOG and led the Attack AGAINST the 
Testimonies and tried to OUST Sr.White!) 
0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

And those who imbibe JONES-WAGGONER - 
such as ELLEN BURNS-PEOTES-RADER-MATTIE 
ani Canadian Company - give up the Testi
monies! “Books of WITCHCRAFT that ought 
to be Burned!” And they DID BURN THEM’ 
This is what they found by Praying ALL 
DAY-ALL NIGHT- on their “Scabby knees.” 
Which they relate to you as something

1 of an innocent Joke, Do they have a 
Sense of the Majesty of God? of the 
sinful'ixaasr’ of Sin? I doubt it.' Have 
they“Changed? Kb. Orly from “Bad to' 
Worse...if their Hearts could be seen 
they would appear AS BLACK AS' EVER •“ 
The only difference is they are USED to 
meeting the Prophets that bend over 
backwards to PLEASE (gee EFFEMINATE in 
the Bible!) and when they face CONVICTIOI 
and INTEGRITY and a FACE-AS-A-FLINT - “ 
one that cannot bo turned by the Charms 
of'a Woman! they shrink back in Horror, 
for this is NOT the KIND that swarmed 
around another JEZEBEL’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-bAb 
They want the' PROPHET-PRIEST that assures 
them all their many “SINS” are “BLOTTED 
OUT” - and if there is anything to'DO- 
let “CHRIST DO IT ALL - J” Thus the 
ABSOLUTION of the ERIE ST of the AUSTRA
LIAN Order. “SINS TRANSFERRED TO'THE 
SANCTUARY” is not good enough for them! 
So they ORDER the Lord to “BLOT THEM 
OUT’j” and they ORDER the Lord to “GIVE” 
them the “GIFT” of a "CHARACTER-NATURE I” 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
But let us go back to the ^fountain Top, 
Kettle Valley - 5200 foot Peak’ 
“OBEDIENCE to these PRINCIPLES was to 
be their 'PROTECTION, for it would SAVE 
them from destroying themselves by sin
ful Practices.(Mark the next Words’) 
And as the TIMER in the Vineyard, God 
placed in the midst of the land His holy

* TEMPLE.” A 18, (This is the TEMPLE to 
come to Worship — NOT the TEMPLE of GOD— 
WITHIN PANTHEISM OF KELLOG-JONES-FROOM- 
WIELAND-WAGGONER-DANIELLS-SPICER-URIAH 
SMITHifcTENNEY-SANDLER and LAODICEAN 
“RICH & increased with GOODS”1 Company.)

■ ■' ■> ' • - - ' ■r.



7:9 “1 beheld till the thrones were cast 
down, and' the Ancient of days did sit, 
whose garment was white as snow, and the 
hair of his head like the pure wofcl; his , 
throne was like the fiery flame, and His’ 
wheels as burning fire. A fiery stream...

Sanctuary, that they imagine the Heavenly 
Sanctuary is as small as the earthly 
sanctuary that Jesus will hear them,” no 
matter what apartment they send their 
prayers to, but Daniel states in Chapt.

And so the JUDGMEMS of God followed# Look 
for them very soon now^
O«O— 0—0—0—o«-o—o^o-O'-o^o—6—o—o—o-o—o-o-o-o-o 
’’The Lord ABHORS indifference’ &■ disloyalty 
in a time’ of Crisis in His work...“Who is 
on the Lord’s side?” men who will not stop 
merely with the inquiry, but who~will* DEMAND 
that those who choose to identify themselves 
with the people of God shall' STEPM’QRWARD 
and reveal UNMISTAKABLY their allhgianno to 
the Xing of Kings and Lord of Lords.“PK I48, 
o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o~o 
HOPE FOR THE SINLER: - - ' "
Sr. White warned in the 1844 period -'the 
"WHITE ROBE FANATICS”'and others who made 
such Holy and Pious professions - about how 
"SINLESS" they were - this DISCOURAGED many 
who could not be' such HYPOCRITES to’ make 
such Ultra-Holiness Claims - and some who 
thought they SHOULD - were’led‘to go out of 
their Minds with Discouragment. THAT IS WHY 
it is Recorded that God saves SINNERS -, not 
those who need no Repentance. “ELIAS was a 
man sub ject-to-like-Passions as wo'are...” 
(This gives us sinners Hope!) PK I57.
0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

35-(^238.) On the Mountain Top - a's~I read,: 
nIf they sin against, Thee, (for there is’no 
man which sinncth not,)...W© have sinned, 
we have done amiss...FORGIVE411 HC 42.
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o~«o‘-o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
When I thought of that - I thought of FTU7- 
in 19^5 he wrote that he had not sinned for 
”10 solid years." - I thought to myself - 
POOR SOLOMON’ He was neither that WISE nor 
that HOLY’ As this go~to~SLeep “AWAKENING," 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
PK 78 - does the sinner FORGET his sins - ? 
PK 123 - FTW avows ho will not “DENOUNCE” 
because it takes no "GREAT MIND” to do'that! 
STRANjE - that ELIJAH “DENOUNCED” - but as 
the line-up of the FALSE JROPHETS that serve 
the JEZEBELS — in his day? “The heavenly

17/3 A97I. 
Dear Bro. Hoehn?

Many thanks for 
your letter received 
to-day....Fancy the 

Adventists going into the Insane Asylums 
to heal the Insane. I wonder what they 
will get up next, & what kind of Healing 
THEY will do?^...all these thousands of 
dollars wasted (by FW & RB) on books that 
are not the truth...You know, Brother 
Hoehn, I often think that FW & RB & all 

"For the disheartened there is a sure Remedy- those whose ideas are not correct on the 
faith, prayer, work. FATIH and ACTIVITY will 
impart ASSURANCE and SATISFACTION that will 
increase day by day.. .DESPONDENCY is SINFUL 
and UNREASONABLE," Selected from PK 164. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
HAS FTW SEEN GOD - ??? '
"When Job caught a glimpse of his Creator, 
he ABHORRED himself, and Repented in Dust 
and Ashes. THEN -the Lord was able to Bless 
him abundantly...Hope and Courage...these 
are the Fruit of Faith...Have Faith in God." 
PK I64.

STILL FROM THE MOUNTAIN TOP: FK' I79. - 
"A. SIGNPOST Tree. Arreted by God for those 
journeying through this TC&rf-d* ONE-ARM- 
CF-THIS-SIGNPOST pointed out WILLING CBE~ 
DIENDE to the Creator as the ROAD to FE
LICITY (Happiness) and LIFE, while the 
other arm indicated DISOBEDIENCE as the 
PATH to MISERY and DEATH,,, But in an*’ 
Evil hour for bur Race, the great Enemy 
of all good turned the SIGNPOST around, 
and Multitudes have mistaken the Way." 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE LAMENTATIONS BY RDB-FTW-PESTES-RADER- 
BURNS & Company - that they "CANNOT-KEEP- 
THE-LAW’" They have "SINNED & CONFESSED- 
SINTED & CONFESSED" is what they MURMUR, 
So they aid the Enemy to turn the SIGN- 

Mossage was_received with SCORN ard’RIDICULE" POST AROUND’ “WILLING OBEDIENCE" is NOT 
the Way to HAPPINESS & LIFE’ Because we 
can do nothing but DISOBEY’ WE-CANNOT- 
KEEP-THE-LAW J Hence - it is “NOT by TRY-1 
ING’" as they join BABYLON and let Christ 
“DO-IT-ALL’" Thus they deny the Power, 
"...the man of Sin has changed the SIGN
POST," PK 179. ’
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
But "in the closing work of God in the 
earth, the Standard of His LAW will again 
be exalted, . .the voice of stern Rebuke 
will be heard...“for the Hour of His 
Judgment is come." RC 187, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o 
Elizabeth Hort, 
Mount St., “ 
Darlington 6070, 
West Australia.



n

members to remain in.-I ^received no 
reply. • ■ -The RDB !s theology and statements'"
is shot so full of holes by his false

Dear Bro, Hoehn J 
....Now about

RDB and his sup- . 
posed to be awakening programme. For 12 
years the only evidence I can see is

' an AWAKENING, he has 
been dishing out SLEEPING PILLS.,.

In the year 1856 Sr. White said - 
“The Church had gone into the Laodicean 
State.*' A few years later she said, 
llThe Church.is in the Laodicean state. 
God is not in her -midst.*’ QUESTION:. 
If God is not there - who is?.....

Again.’ Read TM p,p.75,76.’Last par. 
on p.75, & first par. on p.76. Then 
first two par. on p.2^7. 2nd. par.”The 
Church HAS turned back from following 
Christ her Leader and is steadily re
treating toward Egypt.”

Well, she must be about to reach 
her destination by now. and if not 
following Christ, just who is she fol
lowing?... Vol,8. p.250...”How is the 
faithful city become an harlot?”,••• 
who wants to be joined to an harlot?

I have read and studied Sr. White’s 
writings quiet thoroughly and have not 
been able to find where she counter
manded any of these statements, however 
on the other hand I do find that instead 
of countermanding them, she AMPLIFIED 
them on numerous occasions.

I wrote this all out and sent it to 
Dr. Rue and pointed out to. him . that 
this is the condition of the church!

Well I must not forget to answer your* 
last question. “Then an individual, or 
a church that fights the admission of 
sin - are right & only right & always 
right. - how can they be forgiven?”

Unless we confess that we are sinners 
needing forgiveness, we will not find 
forgiveness, our sins must go beforehand 
to judgment else we will confess them 
in burning anquish when it is too late. 
It truthfully makes me feel dreadful 
when ever I think of this. May God keep 
us humble & penitent, until the Endi:,, 

Yours in the Blessed Hopo, 
Elizabeth Hort.

o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
J .C .Larson, 1-12-71.
238 Clark St.-, 
Augusta, Ka, 67010.

36-(238.) thousand thousands ministered 
unto him, & ten 'thousand times ten thousand 
stood before him.Daniel 7:9-10.

In EW.Sr .White states p.55, ”1 saw the 
Father rise from the throne, & in a flaming 
£l’5X.iot go into the holy of holies WITHIN 
the rjil...Then Jesus rose up from’the 
throne, & the most of those who were bowed 
down arose with Him...Then a cloudy chariot^ 
with wheels,like flaming fire, surrounded 
by angels, came to where Jesus was. He 
stepped into the chariot' & was borne to the 
HOLIEST, where' the Father sat.”

What an enormous place must the Sanctuary 
in heaven be, for the Father & Jesus to’ go 
there in a chariot (from the 1st. Apt, to 
the 2nd.) & for ton thousand times ten 
thousand (of angels) to be in there also, 
ministering before God. No»->wondor-that- 
prayors-are-not'-iieard-in-the-courtyard-or- 
the-first-apartment~eithor, & wo know that 
Jesus will.be in the HOLIEST until probation 
has closed. EW 72aaHero is Faith, naked’Faith” that instead of

I also wrote to some of RB ’s followers 
& explained to them where Robert states in 
the book Revelation, 105, ”So ’the * Church* of 
Christ in her hour of overwhelming extremity, 
puts on her royal apparel & enters by faith 
into the INNER AP^RTf®NT of the Heavenly 
Sanctuary to plead before her Judge & King. 
I told them that he spoke the truth when 
RB mentions- Jesus as KING. because He is 
well and truly King at this time, BUT they’ 
won’t find Him in there to heed their*plead
ings as Jesus will have CLOSED' His work & 
gone, where they won’t find"Him. They re
fused to go in when the Door was open & 
then they will try to go in when it is " 
closed.

The Sanctuary truth is so simple and 
easy to understand, If tho sins wore blotted 
out at the close of the day of atonement, 
common sense should tell them, that bur 
sins will not be blotted out until probation 
has closed at the close of the judgment... 
DA, page 823, could settle for ever con
cerning the great multitude which RB says 
are alive at Christ’s coming’.’..”....that 
great multitude who shall come forth from 
the GRAVE at His' second coming.” DA 823 • 

.....No wonder that prayers would never- 
be heard if any worshipped in the OUTEF.COURT 
especially since that is OUTSIDE THE TEMHJE. in which they were.instructing their 
., ,RB & FVJ both speak as though, you just ' ' T J
step out of one door & into the next, like 
the earthly tabernacle. There is ho short
age of space in God’s Universe..,.

will.be


Poter Veregin wants a Bible, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-6-o-o-o-d-oTHE CARPENTER SHOP, 
21940 Lane St„ 
Perris, Calif.92370,

37-(^238.) and erroneous ideas that it is 
pityful that people will be duped into be
lieving his hog wash.

All for this time. With Christian Love, 
I am your Bro, in Christ.

J.C,Larson.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o«o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Bro. Bays wants a Concordance, Our neighbor

I felt LITERALLY that' I would PUKE •~ 
So I appreciate very much this Testimony 
by this Brother ‘(should I give his ifeme? 
He may not want me to - it'is* CUNNINGHAM 
that he felt EMETIC as he read the sick
ening Sweetness(Pus has a sickening 
Sweetness to’it) - this is a Sure Sigh 
of the Discernment given by the Spirit 
of God! For'our Self-Protection. STIFLE 
this Alarm-Bell of Warning - and the 
Lord will let us go into**tho Delusions" 
that we Love! Our Conscience will become 
Cased over - ard we will be in Danger 
of ENJOYINj almost anything.

When I read Martin’s Book I-DID-NOT- 
KNOW these were the Arguments of Can
right - once the greatest Champion of 
the Sabbath - who now went into the 
greatest Darkness. But later I read 
where Martin said he scoured the WArld 
to write AGAINST the Sabbath and could 
find 11 nothing Better” than CANRIGHT, 

’ Now consider the SCORES of SDA Minis
ters that Testified’ for the R&H NICHOLS 
BRIGADE who WANTED to SELL that Book! 
And testified what a great "BLESSIW**- 
they received from READING it -'and re

commended it heartily to’"" every SDAJ"‘” 
that they would "miss" something if"they 
did not read it! HUDSON did the same*. 
NICOLICI did the same, "The Dog has re
turned to his own Vomit again," 
0-0-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
BRINSMEAD rightly exposed the main~Dog 
Vomit in the “Freddy Boy" book. These 
people become so Holy - they need no 
Christ - NO MEDIATOR’ See “BOOK" REVIEW1’ 
by RDB, "Prophetic Research International 
P.O.Box 5H, Snohomish, Wash. 98290, 
0-6-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
It is strange how Facts can be Twisted 
square around by the Professional Liars. 
If anyone can read that RDB EXPOSE1 and 
still cleave to J?TW - their case* is HORE- 

their Crown - such do not serve the MULTITUDE, LESS; But they Weep on each other’s 
Shoulders that-RDB did this Horrible 
Thing - this underhanded Attack!

Not knowing, nor' caring, nor taking 
into Decent Consideration the very Fact 
that the sickening Sweet Aroma of "Liv
ing Righteously"'was an ATTACK by FTW 
against RDB’ Every Judge will ask? "Who 
hit the first Blow? Who fired the first 
Shot that STARTED the WAR - ???" Let 
that one be GUILTY J And let these In- 

• continent Women weep for their Tammuz! 
While the Saints of God divide him into 
12 Pieces! (See "The. Two Babyions.)

Oct.3,-I97l.
It looks to me it’s 
going to be extremely 
hard for the LORD to 

pick out 144,000 out of the trash there is 
on Earth. Doesn’t it to you?* E.C,

P.S. - Even Bro. Carpenter is a question
able character. Will he mak@ it?
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
CALIFORNIA.' 12-12-70
Dear Brother Hoehn?

....In regard to that "Freddy Boy,11 I 
started to read his book, Living’ Righteously, 
last night but It got sweeter and sweeter, 
until by the time I got through about a 
third of it, I just couldn’t take any more. 
You know how it is. Though I wanted’ very 
much to check it out, I felt'my stomach 
would roll, if I read any more'. I was, as 
they say, "sated. Even this morning I just 
can’t seem to bring myself to it. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-0-0 
OBSERVATION: Canright was once the Leading 
Writer in the World in favor of*the’Sabbath, 
He had a great Mind.*He was terribly dis
appointed in the poor Showing’"of Followers. 
So to get up a Following became the one 
Obsession of his Life - and his Doctrine 
was Warped to please the Multitude. "You 
have wanted to make a Show and a Noise in 
the World - a rd as a result your Sun shall 
set in Obscurity." EGW, Yes - those whose 
Eyes are fixed on the Judgment, and the 
Glorious Reward of having even ONE Star in
For they know the Fate of the MULTITUDE, 

Canright then formulated, to please his 
new-found "Friends" - why NOT to keep the 
Sabbath. Why to keep Sunday, Sr. White said, 
as she said about'"Living Temple""- that 
she could-not-read, could not Stomach - 
that Trash.

I was given the Book to read- by MARTIN 
of the EVANGELICAL Foundation. I could not 
Stomach it," J' could not read it.'I'merely 
SKIMMED over % of it. I was asked to MARK 
it to show the ERRORS, I could not do it.



two JESUIT PRIESTS -jho started the SHEPHERD’S
Like BACH AM) and HOUTEFF - the

4

ROD Movement (l have’the ~BACHAND‘LETTERS 
ard his Testimony that he was under the 
’‘BLACK POPE’1 «. shortly after “LIFE” exposed 
this “BLACK POPE11 before tho World!) those 
BLACI POPE Prlestings sent to mix up tho 
foolish Adventists *• got into a “Knife 
Battle” at Waco - and split up. So with 
RDB &FTW. RDB was not about to go as’far 
as FTW - he could not Stomach the Doctrine' 
of Devils that we can do without a Saviour] 
Yet how they can Twist this thing smack 
around - and make out that RDB launched 
the ATTACK’ These people D0..W-R13AD-THEIR 
OWN-BOOKS! Or become so Glassey-eyed with 
Delight *• they excuse A.NYTHIIG he says or 
does. I CHALLENGE THESE FTW WOMEN: 

LEAVE OUT PERSONALITIES - STICK TO 
DOCTRINE! Show us what YOU believe 
or what FTW believes! Y0U-CANN0T-" 
DO.. IT! It ig what Sr0 White called’ 
“MYSTICISMc^ Ever Winding &'Twist
ing, slowly drawing you over the 
Precipice of Brazen PRESUMPTION*

Like CANRIGHT — it is the OJEGA of JONES- 
WAGGONER as they went over to KELLCG and 
“GO£L.WITHIN“ - ’’LIVING TEMPLE”‘Pantheism. 
And that is’all there is to it. Had you 
had the Spirit of Discernment the Sweetish 
Taste would have been ENOUGH* “I know” not 
what to call it, but the Lord showed me to 
call it’ “FiUSE-LOVISM,” EGW ."Which leads 
to “SPIRITUAL-WIVES.” SM 2’26; T8*292:hEv. 
602,600. FORNICATION. TM 426-423,431-447. 
0—0—0—0—0**0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0-0—0—0 
THE REASON - ?
Quite simple. The Lord IS.NOT with False 
Doctrine nor’with False Prophets.’ And with
out the ’Power of the Spirit - there is no 
Control with any of us. It “is just that' 
Simple! “The TRUTH shall make you FREE.1’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

RDB - FTW. " •' ’
“McCurdy, in Wright’s own words, turned 
him out of doors on the street with no 
place to spend'the night. He called us... 
but wo were strongly Impressed to have 
nothing to do with him in person../McCurdy 
wrote or warned us of the danger...might 
well be' SPIRITUALISTIC or something'fA.nd 
we never had cause to lose that fear...?) 
o—o—o—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0 
SELF'-ADMITTED-“SPIRITUAL I STS”'A: YAHVISTS 
open their Doors to him - where no one 
else would. “I believe that Jesus hears 
our prayers from - the 1st. Apartment! “’EB.

ANN DEMICHAEL *S FAVORITE QUOTATION:'' 
’“This’is an age famous for surfflee 

work, for EASY methods, for BOASTED 
Holiness'aside from the Standard of 
Character that God has erected. All 
SHORT routes, all CUT-OFF tracks, all 
TEACHING which fails to exalt the LAW 
of God as the Standard of religious , 
Chara^isr—:'ia SPURIOUS. PERFECTION of 
Character is a LIFELONG work, UNATTAIN- 
ABLE by those who are not willing to 
STRIVE (it is not by Trying???) not will
ing to STRIVE for it in God’s appointed 
Way, by SLOW and TOILSOME Steps. We can
not afford to make any mistake in this 
matter, but we want DAY BY DAY to be 
GROWING up into Christ, our living Head.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 15:500, 
“The followers of Christ will NOT be 
POPULAR..,You are seeking to climb to” 
the HIGHEST seat, but will find your sei ve 
at last in the LOWEST.” T5’5O2. 1389. 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“It is left WITH US to remedy the defects 
in our Characters, to CLEANSE the soul 
temple of every defilement. THEN the 
LATTER RAIN will fall upon us... No one 
need say that his case is HOPELESS, that 
he CANNOT LIVE THE LIFE of a Christian. 
Ample provision is made by the death of 
Christ for every Soul. Jesus is our ~ 
ever present HELP... It is NOW that we 
must wash our Robes of Character...It 
is NOW that we must OVERCOME... It is 
‘NOW that we must AWAKE and make deter-’ 
mined EFFORT for symmetry of CHARACTERS 
“TO-DAY if' ye will hear His voice, hard
en not your Hearts,”...Those'who are 
DISTRUSTFUL OF SELF (the Doctrines of 
FTW are ANYTHING BUT distrust of SELF*) 
Those who are DISTRUSTFUL OF SELF... 
those are...preparing for the SEAL of 
God in their Foreheads.” 15:214-6.
o—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
“An Angel said, “Are all MESSENGERS?” 
Another answered, “NO, NO; God ’s MESSEN
GERS have a MESSAGE.” I saw that the 
cause of God had been HINDERED and DIS
HONORED by some traveling who had NO 
JESSAGE from God, Such will have to give 
an Account to God for EVERY DOLLAR.;* 
Sp5ritual PRIDE comes in...These SELF
SENT MESSENGERS are a CURSE... It is 
hard for some to hand the (TRUE) JESSE N- 
GERS God’s own Money.,,Can such enter 
Heaven?.'. .“Nd, never, never, never.“EW 
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